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GUARANTEE:
One year guarantee against defects in workmanship

and materials. Products with longer warranty periods

are listed thru out the catalog. Hadar Athletic reserves

the right to repair, replace or refund as we determine. 

PRICING:
FOB Humboldt, Iowa. Subject to change without

notice.

RETURNS:
Returns must be pre-authorized by Hadar Mfg., Inc.

Stock items can be returned for a 15% restocking fee.

SHIPPING:
Check all freight immediately when received and note

any shortage or damage on receiving documents. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Product specifications may change without notice. 

SALES:
Hadar reserves the right to sell only thru recognized

Hadar distributors. Published prices are for reference

only. Please contact Hadar for a dealer in your area. 

PREPARE TO WIN ® 

HADAR SALES GROUP

AAA Sales
ND, SD, MN, IA, NE, MO, WI

Jay Murphy, Scott Bullington  

2928 104th Street

Urbandale, IA 50322

Phone: 515-988-5947  

AAAsales2@aol.com

The Beard Co.

OH

Nikki Beard-Leib

8564 Crail Ct

Dublin, OH   43017

Phone: 614-325-8870

Fax: 614-889-8330

thebeardcompany@msn.com

John Adams

GA, FL, AL

2587 Hwy A1A

Melbourne Beach, FL 32951

Phone: 321-223-0321

AdamsOnA1A@aol.com

  

Barry Carter

NC, SC, WV, VA

1029 Big Oak Dr.

East Bend, NC 27018

Brad Kaemmerer

1st String Sports

IN, KY

790 Royal St. George Dr. Suite 141-118

Naperville, IL 60563

The Davis Group
TX, LA, NM 

OK, KS, CO

Arkansas

Mike Davis

9659 Fall Brook

Dallas, TX   75243

Phone:  214-348-8377

Fax: 214-348-2852

mikedInmt51@hotmail.com

Schwabe Sales

IL

Steve Schwabe

2515 29th St

Moline, IL  61265

Phone: 309-235-2764

Fax:  309-797-2910
Schwabe.Steve@yahoo.com

Tenzinger Sales
PA, NY, NJ, MD, DE, DC

George Tenzinger, Jay Walker, Robert Kaschak

818 Tennis Ave

Maple Glen, PA  19002

Phone:  262-251-4097

Fax:  215-641-0204

gtenzinger@comcast.net

jay.walker@verizon.net

rkaschak@verizon.net

Howard Willis Sales
CA, AZ, NV, OR, WA, ID, MT 

 

40184 Buckwood Way

Murietta, CA  92562

Phone:  951-698-8267

Fax:  951-698-9037
StevensonHWS@verizon.net 

Hadar is committed to making every experience a winning one for our customers and end 

users: the athletes and coaches who use our products. We design products that work all the 

time under the harshest conditions, and if that is not your experience with our product then feel 

free to return it for a refund.  We know every coach expects 100% from our equipment.  

Returns on products more than 30 days past delivery date must be 
pre-approved with a Return Authorization number. Contact custom-
er service for more information on returns at 1-888-655-1606. After 
1 season, all warranty returns are prorated to the age of the product. 
Hadar reserves the rights to use all submitted artwork and finished 
products in marketing materials for promotion of Hadar Mfg., Inc. 
business activities.
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PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-1448

HADAR TACKLE RINGS

EXCLUSIVE COACH BENEFITS

1. American Built in Humboldt, Iowa
2. Football harness for strip drills
3. Easy carry handles (3X Reinforced)
4. Use as shields
5. Wear resistant HD (black) TP covers.
6. Easy roll lightweight design
7. Call for quotes on heavier custom models

1. American Built in Humboldt, Iowa
2. Football harness for strip drills
3. Easy carry handles (3X Reinforced)
4. Use as shields
5. Wear resistant HD (black) TP covers.
6. Easy roll lightweight design
7. Call for quotes on heavier custom models

Football Colors

03

   Hadar Tackle Rings to reduce live  

 TR6030 - 60”  $543.60 SSP 

 TR5428 - 54” $426.10 SSP 
 TR4820 - 48” $362.10 SSP 

 TR4020 - 40” $306.20 SSP 

 TR3211 - $251.40 SSP
    32” Tackle Ring 

 TR6030 - 60”  $543.60 SSP 

 TR5428 - 54” $426.10 SSP 
 TR4820 - 48” $362.10 SSP 

 TR4020 - 40” $306.20 SSP 

contact in practice and reduce live hits.

 TR3211 - $251.40 SSP
    32” Tackle Ring 
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HX SERIES FOOTBALL SLED

Go to work at practice and keep working. The HX Series 
is the top of the line football sled, featuring multiple pad 
options and configurations to let you do what you do best: 
coach football.  

1. Powder coated & stainless steel hardware
2. Double runner construction
3. Heavy duty spring steel L-Bar
4. Multiple pad options available

HX SERIES FULL BODY PAD

The Full Body Pad provides a low, below the pads target 
and a large target area to key players on desired location 
of the hit. The three styles of pads all feature:  

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Heavy duty steel core construction
3. Dual density foam core
4. Leverage the pad for proper technique
5. Order with weight option to increase resistance 

HX2FB, 2 Man, Double Runner Sled
with Full Body Pads      $2065.00 SSP 

HX Football Sled prices on Page 7



HX5FB, 5 Man, Double Runner Sled
with Full Body Pads $5,019.00 SSP
 
 

5 Man Full Body Sled 

Request: “FREECP” to receive a free coach’s platform upgrade with all 5 man or larger sleds.

HX1CY, 1 Man Sled with 
Cylinder Pad $1,089.00 SSP

HX1CO, 1 Man Sled with 
Cone Pad $1,089.00 SSP

HX SERIES CONE PAD

The cone pad tapers from an 18” diameter at the top 
down to 12” at the bottom. A great tool as it doesn’t have  
a simple “attack” point like some armed pads. Players 
learn to adjust automatically if they are attacking the 
dummy too high. Great for fundamental tackling drills. 

HX SERIES CLASSIC PAD

The classic cylinder pad for your sled. Still the most 
universal pad in use and provides the widest range of 
drills. Hit it. Tackle it. Block it. Shiver it. Attack it high or 
low. Ideal for fundamental blocking technique. 

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144805



HX1FB

HX1CO

HX1CY

HX2FB

HX2CO

HX2CY

HX3FB

HX3CO

HX3CY

HX4FB

HX4CO

HX4CY

HX5FB

HX5CO

HX5CY

HX6FB

HX6CO

HX6CY

HX7FB

HX7CO

HX7CY

155 305 475 635 835 1055 1345

50

Price, $ 1,089.00 2,065.00 2,878.00 4,092.00 5,206.00 6,121.00 7,447.00

Football Colors

HXWA WEIGHT ATTACHMENT

The only weight option that can be added to a standard 
one man sled. Hadar exclusively lets you add weight for 
one on one hitting. 

1. Add up to 270 lbs.
2. Heavy duty powder coated steel construction
3. Order: HXWA, $200.40 SSP

Weights not included

HXWA
$200.40 SSP

1 Man

3 Man

5 Man

7 Man

Modular construction means basic sleds can
start with a 1 man capability and be expanded 
up to a full 7 Man.

Full Body pads
shown here.

CONTROL THE LINE OF SCRIMMAGE

BLOCKING UNITS

Made of medium carbon spring steel
for toughness and durability, the HX 
blocking unit features a kipped tail
to drive, then lift the whole weight
of the sled. No spring mechanisms 

to fall apart, rust and fall off. 

Adjust the weight with
the optional HXWA weight 

attachment. 

1 Man 2 Man 3 Man 4 Man 5 Man 6 Man 7 Man

Full Body

Cylinder

Cone

Weight

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING

06CUSTOMER SERVICE: GENERAL@HADARATHLETIC.COM             HADARATHLETIC.COM



Football Colors

1 Man 2 Man 3 Man 4 Man 5 Man 6 Man 7 Man

Youth  Sleds
 JRHX Youth 805.10 1,614.00 2,390.00 3,180.00 3,967.00 4,631.00 5,541.00

Middle School
  Sleds

 HX 44 Series 1,057.00 1,996.00 2,810.00 3,942.00 5,018.00 6,069.00 7,122.00

Varsity Sleds
HX1R 

Single Runner
$751.80 1,377.00 2,065.00 2,753.00 3,379.00 3,692.00 4,005.00

HX Series 1,089.00 2,065.00 2,878.00 4,092.00 5,206.00 6,121.00 7,447.00

HX2FB - FULL BODY PADS
DOUBLE RUNNER TWO MAN SLED

$2,065.00 SSP

HADAR SLED PRICING (Suggested School Pricing)

MADE IN
THE USA

Recommended for high school and up.

HX SERIES TWO MAN

Two linemen get at it in a basic knee drill working on form 
blocking using the Hadar FB full body sled pad as a 
perfect target. The simple design and ease of use allows 
coaches to coach fundamental fundamentals. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Heavy duty steel core construction
3. Order with weight option to increase resistance 

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144807



CUSTOM SLED PADS

We make custom pads for all types of football equipment. 
Shown here are the BSP1 and BSP2 (with T-ROLL) Block-
ing Sled Pads for leaf spring style sleds. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Built from HL, 110lb impact foam
3. BSP1 fits 8” x 36” spring, $191.40 SSP
4. BSP2 fits 7” x 29” spring, $191.40 SSP
5. T-ROLL used with BSP2, $58.05 SSP
6. Many more custom styles available, call for details and 
pricing or a quote on refurb & reconditioning your current 
pads.
 

           We refurbish or recondition any 
        football pads to save you money.
      Economy or expedited shipping
    available from our nationwide
  football network.

HXREFURB
$255.00 SSP

BSP2
$191.40 SSP

BSP1
$191.40 SSP

T ROLL
$58.05 SSP

Many more custom styles available, call for details and 
pricing or a quote on refurb & reconditioning your current pads.
 

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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CONNECT X EASY CONNECT

No tools, wrenches, pliers, etc. needed to connect or 
disconnect components of any sled on the practice field. 
Send your players over to the 5-man to convert it to a 
3-man and a 2-man. 

1. Powder coated & stainless steel hardware
2. Simple operation
3. Line up bars easily using center guide hole

All fastener components
are stainless steel. 

Spring loaded handles can be 
tightened by hand then quickly 
configured all facing down. 

TIGHT

DOWN

C
en

te
r 

G
ui

de
 H

ol
e

Spring Handle

How do our sleds connect without tools?

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144809
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 HX1RO4FB SLED $2,752.00 SSP 
 SHOWN WITH 4 NAVY FULL BODY PADS
 The flat runners of the sledge encourage leveraging
 the pad on contact to reduce the contact patch with 
 the turf. If your sides not moving, your not lifting.

EDGE TM

The new Hadar Sledge™ features the exclusive single 

impact runner design to ensure realistic action as the 

pads leverage up on the fulcrum designed base. Hit 

and lift with greater resistance and higher loads in a 

lighterweight overall design.

We get a lot of requests to refurbish pads. Under your Hadar 
Guarantee, Hadar pads can be refurbished and replaced at 
a discount, pro-rated to the age of your pads. For any other 
manufacturers pads contact your dealer or the factory for 
details. We reserve the right to refurbish only competitor’s 
pads that don’t need to be replaced with domestically 
produced pads and covers. 

NEW DESIGN CONCEPT: THE SLEDGE

Ordering options shown on the next page

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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HX1RO2FB SLED $2,065.20 SSP 

REPLACEMENT SLED PADS 

HXCO Cone Pad  $224.20 SSP
HXCY Cylinder Pad  $224.20
HXFB Full Body Pad $236.20
Custom  Quote
New Cover Only Half SSP
Middle School Sled Pads
HXCO44 Cone Pad $209.90
HXCY44 Cylinder Pad $209.90
HXFB44 Full Body $221.00
Junior Sizes (Fit only JRHX SLED)
JRCO Cone Pad $136.80
JRCY Cylinder Pad $136.80
JRFB Full Body Pad $144.90 

REFURBISHING AND NEW SLED PADS 

MODULAR DESIGN CAN BE CHANGED
TO MAKE ANY SLED PAD COMBINATION
MODULAR DESIGN CAN BE CHANGED
TO MAKE ANY SLED PAD COMBINATION



HX1R03FB

HX103CO

HX1R03CY

HX104FB

HX104CO

HX104CY

HX105FB

HX105CO

HX105CY

HX106FB

HX106CO

HX106CY

HX107FB

HX107CO

HX107CY

400 525 665 710 850

HX1R02FB

HX1R02CO

HX1R02CY

270

2 Man 3 Man 4 Man 5 Man 6 Man 7 Man

Full Body

Cylinder

Cone

Weight
HX SERIES THE SLEDGE 

Teach players to maximize dynamic power on the HX 
SLEDGE. Push through obstacles, shaking off the block or 
maintaining the block. Simple two man drills can be 
expanded. No longer be limited by mechanisms and 
springs. Teach the use of force against real weight and 
mass: no substitutes accepted.

1. No springs to tension, break or lose
2. Pads set at pad height
3. Three separate pad designs available
4. Intuitive hand placement and target graphics
5. Angled runners glide smooth over turf and grass 
6. Powder coated and stainless steel components

Ordering options for the 
Hadar SLEDGE blocking sled.

Price $2,065.20 $2,753.40 $3,379.20 $3,691.95 $4,004.85$1,376.70

Football Colors

HX SERIES COACH’S PLATFORM

Comes standard at no charge with a 5 Man sled or larger. 
Request: “FREECP” on your order. And can be ordered 
separately as an optional add-on for any multipe unit set.
32” x 30” non-slip steel diamond plate tread base with 
32” reinforced handle bar grip.

HXCP, Coaching Platform  $566.85 SSP  

1. Powder coated all steel frame
2. Treaded steel base
3. Allows great view of all drills
4. Get right on top of the drill for instant feedback 

HXCP
$565.85 SSPTHE SLEDGE

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144811



MADE IN

THE U
SA

HX SERIES MIDDLE SCHOOL SLED

The new middle school sled features the same heavy duty 
construction of our varsity sled with three-quarter sized 
sled pads. 
1. Sleds connect with varsity HX Series
2. All HX Series options fit on the middle school sled
3. Heavy duty powder coated steel construction
3. Order: HX4FB44, $3,942.30 SSP (shown in photo)
4. See complete sled pricing chart on Page 8

Middle School Sled Pads
HX1FB44 - One man full body sled pad, $1,057.35
HX1CY44 - One man cylinder sled pad, $1,057.35
HX1CO44 - One man cone sled pad, $1,057.35

HX SERIES JUNIOR SLED

The Junior Sled is a scaled down version of our HX 
SERIES with all of the benefits on a smaller scale for 
youth football.

1. Sleds connect easily with no tools
2. Three types of pads available
3. Heavy duty powder coated steel construction
3. See complete HX Sled pricing chart on Page 8

Junior Sled Pads
JRHX01FB - One man full body sled pad, $805.00 Ea.
JRHX01CY - One man cylinder sled pad, $805.00 Ea.
JRHX01CO - One man cone sled pad, $805.00 Ea.

JRHX01CO
JUNIOR SLED, 

CONE PAD  $805.00 SSP

In Background:     HX5FB44   SHORT FULL BODY PADS     $5,018.60 SSP 

HX4FB44 
SHORT FULL BODY PADS 

FOUR MAN SLED $3,942.30 SSP
 SHOWN with 2 HXWA Weight Attachements $200.40 Ea.

JRHX01FB

JRHX01CO

JRHX01CY

JRHX02FB

JRHX02CO

JRHX02CY

JRHX03FB

JRHX03CO

JRHX03CY

JRHX04FB

JRHX04CO

JRHX04CY

JRHX05FB

JRHX05CO

JRHX05CY

JRHX06FB

JRHX06CO

JRHX06CY

JRHX07FB

JRHX07CO

JRHX07CY

105 215 325 440 560 665 755

Price, $ 805.00 1,614.45 2,390.40 3,178.65 3,967.35 4,630.65 5,540.10

1 Man 2 Man 3 Man 4 Man 5 Man 6 Man 7 Man

Full Body

Cylinder

Cone

Weight

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING

HX1FB44

HX1CO44

HX1CY44

HX2FB44

HX2CO44

HX2CY44

HX3FB44

HX3CO44

HX3CY44

HX4FB44

HX4CO44

HX4CY44

HX5FB44

HX5CO44

HX5CY44

HX6FB44

HX6CO44

HX6CY44

HX7FB44

HX7CO44

HX7CY44

150 295 47560 615 805 1005 1305

Price, $ 1,057.35 1,996.20 2,809.65 3,942.30 5,018.60 6,069.90 7,121.85

1 Man 2 Man 3 Man 4 Man 5 Man 6 Man 7 Man

Full Body

Cylinder

Cone

Weight

12CUSTOMER SERVICE: GENERAL@HADARATHLETIC.COM             HADARATHLETIC.COM



1,599.50
1,599.50
1,599.50

1,599.50

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144813



HX SERIES OFTA TACKLER

Open Field tackling Apparatus (OFTA) is a game changer. 
Instead of counting on an unrealistic wheel barrow to 
tackle, you can hit a dummy weighted to your exact speci-
fication, coming downhill just like the best running back 
of your homecoming rival.
1. Easy to set up and take down
2. Heavy duty powder coated steel construction
3. Smooth rolling action, coach initiated
3. Wrap and connect in tackling - GRAB HIGH CLOTH!

OFTA, SSP $4,560.45

Add the new Hadar TR4820 Tackle Ring 
to open field tackling drills as well. 
Shake off the Big Pro pad using the 
OFTA then make the tackle on the ring. 

Order with your choice of the 
HPRO18 or HPRO22 hanging 
dummies.

Order with your choice of the 
HPRO18 or HPRO22 hanging 
dummies.

OPEN FIELD TACKLING APPARATUS - OFTA

HPRO18, 18” x 54” Hanging Dummy, $312.00 SSP 

HPRO22, 22” x 54” Hanging Dummy, $516.75 SSP

TR4820, 48” Tackle Ring   $362.10 SSP

14CUSTOMER SERVICE: GENERAL@HADARATHLETIC.COM             HADARATHLETIC.COM
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HX SERIES LINEMEN’S CHUTE

The HXCHUTE allows height & angle adjustment from one 
drill to the next, with simple hand cranks that one coach 
can operate alone. NOW with updated crank mechanism 
and weather shield.   

1. Powder coated all steel frame
2. 160 Degree angle adjustment
3. 18” Height adjustment
4. Available in 3 widths
HXCHUTE16: 16’ wide, $4,599.50 SSP
HXCHUTE 20: 20’ wide, $5,412.50 SSP
HXCHUTE 24: 24’ wide, $7,508.10 SSP
 

HXCHUTE24 - 24’ WIDE FULLY ADJUSTABLE LINE CHUTE

NOW AVAILABLE WITH MESH CUSTOM WINDSCREEN COVER
  (CHECK WEBSITE FOR GRAPHIC OPTIONS)

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144815



OPTHARNESS
HXPUSH

 

FOOTBALL  PUSH SLED

With the fumble belt attached, a single running back can 
get unlimited reps, on his own, at specific resistance 
levels. Practice to eliminate fumbles.

We’ve beefed up our harness as another option to use with 
the sled as well as our weight vest. The push bar allows 
the sled to be pushed and pulled. And, of course, weight 
can be added up to 235lbs.

HXPUSH, Sled with weight option & vest, $188.50 ea SSP
OPTFUMBLE, Add the no fumble ball harness, $41.50 ea. 
(specify football size)
OPTHARNESS, Add the pull harness, $41.50 ea.
HXDRAG, Sled with harness but no upright handle, $188.50

OPTFUMBLE
HXPUSH

HXPUSH 

$188.50 ea SSP
Weight not included

$188.50 ea SSP

$188.50 ea SSP

HXDRAG

$199.50 ea SSP
Includes harness and weight vest

TM

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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HX SERIES AGILITY ROPES

20’ long agility ropes with adjustable height from ground 
level up to 18”. Includes ropes and frame.

1. Powder coated all steel frame
2. No sharp corners to fall on
3. Easy assembly with no tools or hardware
4. Order AFRAME, $232.50 SSP

 

AFRAME $232.50 SSP

6” Square Plyobox
SPG6R $162.60 SSP

18” Square Plyobox 
SPG24R $368.70 SSP

12” Square Plyobox
SPG12R $248.25 SSP

SPRINGBOX SOFT PLYO BOXES

BIG (3’x3’) High impact cross link filled plyometric 
boxes, provide a solid base for all of your workouts 
using plyometric boxes. From agility training to box 
squats and everything in between, these plyometric 
boxes are built to take it and not dish it out.

6”, 12” and 18” tall plyobox in each set (36” Max)   

1. Heavy vinyl covers 
2. Non-skid covers top and bottom
3. Velcro along full side
3. Easy carry handles
4. Order SPGSETR, $721.80 SSP

Order replacement ropes to use 
as agility ladders: AFROPE, $134.80 SSP 
(with carry bag for easy storage)

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144817

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

SET OF THREE: $721.80



SPRINGBOX SOFT PLYO BOXES

The octagonal shape of the new Springbox soft plyomet-
ric boxes are ideal for box squats. Features the same 
overall size (3’x3’) but in a slighhtly smaller footprint for 
the weightroom. 

1. Heavy vinyl covers 
2. Non-skid covers top and bottom
3. Velcro along full side
3. Easy carry handles
4. Order SPGSETO, $721.80 SSP
5. Individual boxes sold separately 
 SPG6O, 6” model                $162.60 SSP
 SPG12O, 12” model            $248.10SSP
 SPG18O, 18” model            $368.70 SSP
 

S P R I N G B O X

S O F T  P L Y O  B O X E S

SPGSETO $721.80
set of 3 SSP

SPGSETO $721.80
set of 3 SSP

AR8 $70.20 ea SSP

Ea
ch

 s
et
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om

bi
ne

s 
fo

r 
a

36
” 

M
ax

 H
ei
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t

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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FOOTBALL AGILITY RING

Improve player agility and provide a simple training tool 
for various motions on the line. Work around the outside 
shoulder or cut in on an inside technique. Ring collaps-
es on itself for easy storage.  

1. Heavy duty UV plastic ring
2. Available in two sizes, 8’ (shown) aqnd 12’
3. Order AR8, 8’ agility ring, $70.20 SSP
4. Order AR12, 12’ agility ring, $81.30 SSP

Available exclusively in black



EXTENDER Extended Arm Pads

Hadar AP10 arm pad extended 18 inches to add to its 
ability to convince players to use proper technique in 
rip/chop/swim movements. Get out the Extender for live 
practice drills with added protection. 

1. Traditional arm pad design
2. Lightweight and maneuvarable
3. Triple reinforced double handles
3. Elbow cutout for mobility

 AP10EXT   $54.00 each ($95.10 pair) SSP

EXTENDER PAIR
AP10EXT   $54.00 each ($95.10 pair) SSP

THICK CHEST PAD  
CP22 $100.60 SSP

MEDIUM CHEST PAD  
CP18 $63.30 SSP

BLOCKER VEST PAD  
BV22 $103.80 SSP

HADAR FOOTBALL CHEST PADS New chest 
pads can be used for a load of great drills, from 
offensive-defensive line drills for block targeting 
and defensive rush moves, to wide receiver pass 
catching drills using the hands away from the 
body. Great to throw on players in live contact 
drills to reduce impact.

Football Colors Reduce 
Contact
Reduce 
Contact

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144819
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POP UP FOOTBALL DUMMIES

Pop up dummies feature molded padded bottoms that 
don’t wear out when dragged across the field. Also, no 
blow up chambers to leak and fail. Heavy solid construc-
tion built to last. Available in three basic sizes. Optional 
arms can be fit on all pop up dummies.
1. 34” low target pop up, Order PUP34, $391.50 SSP 
2. 54” standard pop up, Order PUP54, $540.90 SSP
3. 72” tall pop up, Order PUP72, $685.35 SSP
4. Football Arms with Velcro, FBA200, $115.65 SSP

PUP34
$391.50

PUP54
$540.90

50 plus Years of
Durable Quality
that won’t let 
you down.

PUP72
$685.35

FBA200
$115.55

2 TACKLE

1 HEAD UP 

3 STRIP



HALF ROUND
8” Tall x 14” Base x  50” Length
$155.40

AGILITY FOOTBALL DUMMIES

Agility dummies can be used on the ground or like a 
regular stand up dummy. Dual density foam construction 
features a heavy bonded foam for stability on the ground 
and cross link foam for upright strength.
1. Low trapezoid shape, Order TR818, $155.40 SSP 
2. Half round shape, Order HR14, $155.40 SSP
3. Tall trapezoid shape, Order TR1218, $185.40 SSP
4. Tall half round shape, Order HR414, $185.40 SSP
5. Square shape, Order SQ1414, $202.00 SSP

QUICK FEET DUMMIES

Junior agility dummies are making the varsity as 
coaches look for quicker steps and agility 
dummies that are shorter for quicker players. 
They feature the same dual 
density foam construction as their big brothers.
1. Flip flop handles
2. Dual density foam construction
3. Low trapezoid shape, 
 Order TR614, $103.65 SSP 
4. Low half round shape, 
 Order HR614, $86.85 SSP

TR1218

HR414

SQ1414

TR818

HR614 TR614

TRAPEZOID
12” Tall x 18” Base x  50” Length
$185.40

HALF ROUND
14” Tall x 14” Base x  50” Length
$185.40

SQUARE
14” Tall x 14” Base x  50” Length
$202.00

6” Tall x 14” Base x  40” Length 6” Tall x 14” Base x  40” Length

TRAPEZOID
8” Tall x 18” Base x  50” Length
$155.40

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144821
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LOW HALF ROUND
$103.65

LOW TRAPEZOID
$103.65
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Varsity dummies feature composite construction with 
flip-flop handles, extra handle reinforcement and double 
layer 36 ounce vinyl top-and-bottom. Include target 
stripes to make them the longest lasting, most versatile 
football dummies available.
1. Cylinder dummy, 52” tall with triple reinforced, 
flip-flop handles, Order V5200, $197.55 SSP
2. Cylinder dummy, 44” tall with triple reinforced, 
flip-flop handles, Order V4400, $179.40 SSP

STANDARD FOOTBALL DUMMIES

Standard dummies feature flip-flop handles, 
composite construction, reinforced handles, double 
layer 36 ounce vinyl top and bottom.
1. Cylinder dummy, 52” tall with triple reinforced, 
flip-flop handles, 
 Order S52, $179.40 SSP
2. Cylinder dummy, 44” tall with triple reinforced, 
flip-flop handles, 
 Order S44, $164.90 SSP

V5200

V4400

Photos upside down? Nope. Dummies 
featuring “flip-flop” handles have double 
tops and bottoms for EXTENDED LIFE.   

Photos upside down? Nope. Dummies 
featuring “flip-flop” handles have double 

tops and bottoms for EXTENDED LIFE.   

S52

S44
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VARSITY DELUXE DUMMIES

Varsity dummies feature extra handles, extra ground 
protection and extra features to make them the longest 
lasting, most versatile football dummies available.
1. Full body dummy: 54” with molded bottom for added 
durability, Order VFB00, $324.00 SSP 
2. Cylinder dummy: 54” with molded bottom for added 
durability, Order V5400, $236.25 SSP
3. Big 18” Diameter x 54” cylinder dummy, hollow center 
can have weight added, Order BIGPRO, $255.60 SSP
4. Cone dummy, heavyweight, tapers from 18” to 12”, 
Order C5000, $215.70 SSP

VFB00
MOLDED BOTTOM
$324.00

HADAR EXCLUSIVE
MOLDED BOTTOM

The patented molded 
bottom means longer 
lasting dummies that 
stay standing.

The patented molded 
bottom means longer 
lasting dummies that 
stay standing.

V5400
MOLDED BOTTOM
$236.25

C5000
$215.70

BIGPRO
$255.60

COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144823



Football Colors

S44

JUNIOR FOOTBALL DUMMIES

Smaller stand up dummies can be used like shields or set 
in place as a lightweight easily movable target for block-
ing and tackling drills.

1. Junior cylinder dummy, 38” tall, JR3800, $118.05 SSP
2. Junior cone dummy, 40” tall, JR4000, $165.15 SSP

JR4000 JR3800

HR614

TR614

JR1218SP33

Smaller pads get to almost live conditions 
while still protecting players with shields to 
carry and reduce live contact.

SP33, Youth Curved Shield $49.95 SSP
JR1218, Youth Flat Shield, $48.30 SSP

These Hadar Agility dummies are used by as many 
high school and college programs as youth 
programs. They feature a composite core of high 
density polyethylene foam core surrounded by soft 
open cell foam. Small size makes them a great 
option for coaches looking for a quick feet step over 
agility.

1. Junior half round, 40” tall, HR614, $86.85 SSP
2. Junior trapezoid, 40” tall, TR614, $103.65 SSP

SMALLER DOESN’T ALWAYS MEAN JUNIOR: THESE SMALLER DUMMIES AND SHIELDS CAN BE USED FOR
AGILITY DRILLS WITH LOWER LEG LIFT AND QUICKER FEET, AND FOR LIGHTWEIGHT PROTECTION IN CONTACT DRILLS.

THINK SMALL FOR FOOTBALL
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PADS BLOCKING SHIELDS 

The most popular blocking shields available today. The 
SP66, SP55 and SP44. The 66 features rounded 
corners for greater mobility. The 55 has the biggest 
hitting surface. The 44 is smaller for Middle School or 
an emphasis on quickness. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Built from High Density, 110lb impact foam
3. SP66, Curved Shield, 30”x18”x4”, $89.25 SSP
4. SP55, Curved Shield, 30”x18”x4”, $80.10 SSP
5. SP44, Curved Shield, 24”x16”x3”, $67.50 SSP

SCHOLASTIC STANDUP DUMMIES

Scholastic dummies are designed for the maximum 
durability at the lowest introductory cost. They feature 
composite design so they won’t collapse. Doubled, 36 oz. 
bottom cover, reinforced handles and are available in all 
13 football colors.
1. 52” standup dummy: 14“ cylinder dummy, Order 
ECON52 $154.35 SSP 
2. 44” stand up dummy: 14“ cylinder dummy, Order 
ECON44 $143.40 SSP

COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION

ECON44

ECON52

SP66 SP55

For over 50 years Hadar has manufactured every stand up dummy with a composite 
construction so that it will maintain it’s shape. 

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144825



Football Colors

Handles’ positions allow all 
shields to double as arm 
pads (seen here on the SP44)   

PADS BLOCKING SHIELDS 

The SP77 features a top front bump and target strips to 
focus on hand placement in blocking. The oversized 
front bump and side stripes help players mentally 
image perfect blocking technique. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Built from High Density, 110lb impact foam
3. Tapered design for greater mobility
4. SP77, Curved Shield, 34”x18”x4”, $133.20 SSP

SP44

SP77

Attack the SP77 head 
up, arms extended 
working below the 
pads to win the war in 
the trenches.
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VARSITY BLOCKING SHIELDS 

The varsity shields feature a narrow design with 
protected handles on the sides. Handles on the back 
allow them to be used as single arm shields. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Built from High ILD Foam to stay solid
3. LVSS15, Curved Shield, 30”x15”x5”, $88.05 SSP
4. VSS15, Curved Shield, 24”x15”x5”, $88.05 SSP

FLAT BLOCKING SHIELDS 

The V1842 long shield is a big full body shield provid-
ing added protection in a light package. The smaller 
V2024 is an easy to grab lightweight shield that easily 
doubles as an armpad. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Built from high ILD foam to maintain its shape
3. V1842, Flat Shield, 42”x18”x6”, $73.80 SSP
4. V2024, Flat Shield, 24”x20”x4”, $58.95 SSP

Handles are designed so that all shields 
can be used as arm pads.   

VSS15

LVSS15

HADAR SHIELDS FEATURE 
DOUBLE HANDLES FOR USE 
AS ARM PADS

V1842

V2024

V1842: Double
              Handles
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Football Colors

FOOTBALL ARM PADS

Arm pads are sold in pairs. There are 3 options. The AP10 
which includes a cutout for free arm movement. The AP4, 
a shiver boxer pad that completely covers the hands. 
And, the ECONAP10 a curved shield that offers maximum 
protection.

1. AP10 (Pair), 3” thick with elbow cutouts, $87.30 SSP
2. AP4 (Pair), 2“ thick with hand cover, $87.30 SSP
3. ECONAP10 (Pair), 3” thick arm pad, $78.60 SSP 

Freedom of movement with the AP10 
elbow cutout   
Freedom of movement with the AP10 
elbow cutout   

AP10

ECONAP10

AP4

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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FOOTBALL SHIELDS 

The Lever Shield is exactly what its name implies: a 
foam wedge shaped lever, great for understanding the 
value of leverage in line encounters. Players will 
quicky learn to attack the leverage point most 
advantageous to either the block or tackle.

1. Learn to “leverage”
2. Hold in multiple directions with long double 
handles
3. Multiple points of attack on one shield
4. Flip it to cover the ball on fumble recovery drills
5. Have two players face off using only the leverage 
from the shield. 
SP9400 $129.75 SSP

The Multipad is just like a multitool. Perform a lot of 
new blocking and rush drills with this one pad. Go 
vertical or horizontal with the flipper end on either 
end. Three handles mean the pad can be held in 
different attitudes for linemen to attack. 

1. Flipper collapses against resistance
2. Foam wedge adds resistance
3. Player must react to the position of the pad
4. Pad can be used to cover footballs in fumble drill
MP2000 $157.50 SSP

SP9400
$129.95

MP2000
$157.50

FLIPPER

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144829
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FOOTBALL GOAL POST PADS

Post pads are required for high school football and rugby 
game fields, and they’re a good idea for practice fields 
as well. Our pads are built to last for decades with the 
interior foam completely enclosed in the water resistant 
cover.

1. GPP18, 18” Diameter for single post football goals,  
 $377.85 SSP EA.
2. GPPSQ14, 14” Square used primarily for rugby,   
 $350.55 SSP EA.
3. GPP15, 15” Diameter for double post football goals, 
 $299.90 SSP EA.
4. ECONGPP, 2” thick wrap pad, a good choice for   
 practice fields, $171.75 SSP EA.

Order custom lettering for your 
goal post pads by requesting:
GPPCTL, $58.95 per color
Add a mascot with:
GPPLOGO, $143.40 per color   

Notice the vinyl cover completely 
encases the foam pad adding 
years to the life of the pad with 
additional weather protection.   

GPPWRAP

FOOTBALL GOAL POST PAD WRAPS

Get bold new graphics without having to pay for new 
pads or oversized shipping. If your goal post pads are in 
good shape, but the graphics are tired, then the 
GPP-WRAP provides an economic alternative to new 
pads.

1. Specify the size pad to be covered, $227.70 SSP EA.
2. For Original Hadar pads, order:
 GPP15WRAP
 GPP18WRAP
 GPPSQ14WRAP

Add a topper pad for: sponsor, 
league or conference logo:
GPP1512, 12” Topper for 15” Pad, 
$116.85 SSP
GPP1812, 12” Topper for 18” Pad, 

$138.60 SSP   

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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SIDELINE YARDAGE MARKERS 

Two basic styles of side line markers are available: 
standard and deluxe. Standard sideline markers are 
14” tall. Deluxe sideline markers are 24“ tall. 

1. Stock colors: White #’s on Black
2. Standard sets (SLM’s) are weighted foam wedges
3. Deluxe sets (DSM’s) are sandwich boards             
     connected with weighted anchors. 
4. Custom colors available
5. Canadian sets available
6. Custom artwork available 

PRICING FOR SIDELINE SETS

SLM9   $345.00 SSP
SLM11  $361.00 SSP
SLM18*  $686.00 SSP 
SLM22*  $720.00 SSP

DSM9  $799.00 SSP
DSM11 $854.00 SSP
DSM18* $1,595.00 SSP
DSM22* $1,699.00 SSP 

* Double set for both sidelines

SLM9

SLM11

DSM

DSM9

DSM11

24” DSM
14” SLM

SIZE COMPARISON
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TRAINING WEIGHTED BALL

Weighted balls can be used on the field or in the weight 
room in a variety of exercises to develop core strength. 
Smaller than similarly weighted medicine balls.
 
1. 20 pound weighted ball, 
 order WB20 $30.00 SSP
2. 35 pound weighted ball, 
 order WB35 $52.50 SSP

SIDELINE CAPES AND COATS 

Sideline capes and coats are made with a proprietary 
laminated, waterproof lining. Custom screening 
available. Designed to fit over shoulder pads and trap 
body heat while blocking out the elements. 

1. Available in 13 football colors
2. Sideline capes: order FSC21, 
 Sized to fit over pads, $81.00 SSP
3. Sideline coats, order FBCOAT,
 Sized to fit over pads, $117.00 SSP
4. Options, clipboard pocket, QLFAC-CL
 Available on capes and coats, $16.75 SSP

FBCOAT

FSC21

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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END ZONE PYLONS

Hadar skirted endzone pylons don’t need a ground 
anchor and won’t fall over in the wind. Bright, safety 
orange cover, standard 18” height, 4”x4” square column.

1. Single pylon order, FP6, $32.10 SSP
2. Set of 6 pylons order, FP66, $191.40 SSP

TRAINING LINE SPACER

The adjustable line spacer can be used to teach basic line 
spacing for young players, or it can be adjusted to show 
the splits you want to run week-by-week, or to setup for a 
special play.

1. 36’ long
2. Includes 7 Weighted position markers: ETGCGTE
3. Outdoor rated Velcro attachement keeps position 
markers in place
4. Pick your team colors for the base and markers
5. Includes free sling carrier
6. Order LS36, $132.30 SSP

TRAINING FIELD SPOTS

Field spots are molded out of heavy weight vinyl to stay in 
place. Available in 7” and 18” diameters. Bright orange 
easy to see. Lay flat design to replace cones and stay in 
the right location. Perfect for use indoors on gym floors, 
courts and rubber flooring.

1. Order SPOT7, 7” Diameter Spot, $6.90 SSP
2. Order SPOT18, 18” Diameter Spot, $12.45 SSP

FP6

LS36

SPOT7

SPOT18
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FF212, Set of 12, Double flag football belts, $48.00 Dz. SSP 
FF312, Set of 12, Triple flag football belts,  $54.00 Dz. SSP
RFF24, Replacement Flags, 24 single color flags, $18.00 set of 12 pairs, SSP

SIDELINE LAUNCH PAD 

Custom launch pads to organize your young offensive 
platoon or your special teams at any level. The week-
end we introduced the launch pad, several top college 
teams took penalties for 12 men on the field. It will 
always happen. This is a way to minimize mistakes.

1. Built to fit your sideline & coaching style.
2. Include an oversized mascot in the design to show 
off school pride on the sideline.
3. Order LAUNCH312 for 3’x12‘ (photo) $266.25 SSP
4. Order LAUNCH66 for ’x6’ (square) $266.25 SSP

FLAG FOOTBALL MARKER SETS  
Special sets of weighted sideline markers for flag
football and other team sports. 

SLM4 - Set of four “G” goal markers, $153.30 SSP

SLM6 - Set of two “G”, “10”, “20” markers to be 
used on one side of a 40 yard field, $229.60 SSP 

SLM10 - Set of four “G”, “10” and two “20” 
markers for both sides of a 40 yard field, $353.60 SSP 

SLM98M - Set of 9 2x “G, 10, 20, 30”  and 4x “40” 
markers for both sides of a 40 yard field, $353.60 SSP 

FIELD CONES
Big bright orange 
cones to mark out 
any area and activity.

FM12 - 12” Cone, $9.90 ea, SSP
FM18 - 18” Cone, $15.50 ea, SSP

FLAG FOOTBALL BELTS  

SLM6

FF2

FF3

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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CONDITIONING VEST  

ANKLE WEIGHTS  

An industrial strength weighted conditioning vest 
that  looks good, and won’t fall apart. The CV1 is 
unbreakable training resolve. Color: gray.
CV1, 10 lb Weighted Vest,  $125.50 SSP
CV10, 10 lbs Optional Weight, $72.00
CV20, 20 lbs Optional Weight, $143.90

The usage of ankleweigts in PT is a well 
documented method of accelerating 
rehab from injury. Ankle weight usage 
should be undertaken with professional 
guidance.
V2, 2 lb pr,  $51.50 SSP
V4, 4 lb pr,  $61.60
V5, 5 lb pr, $70.60
V6, 6 lb pr, $80.60
V8, 8 lb pr,  $89.60
V10, 10 lb pr, $99.60

TRAVEL EQUIPMENT BAGS

Team bags built out of vinyl coated nylon or HD Cordura. 
Custom screening available for all bags. Vinyl bags in all 
football colors. HD Cordura bags available in custom 
colors (EG. Wyoming brown). One, two or three color 
custom screening available. Add team name, mascot and 
bag numbers. 

BC2 -  Convenient sized overnight bag 
  12” Dia x 18”, $27.00 ea. SSP
BC4 -  Medium sized weekend bag 
  24” x 24” x 12”, $36,00 ea. SSP
BC6 -  Large travel bag
  30” x 24” x 12”, $49.50 ea. SSP
BG2415 - Personal travel bag (most popular size)
  24” x 15” x 12”, $55.40 ea. SSP
BG2010 - (not shown) Overnight bag, smaller version
  BG2415, 20”x10”x10”, $39.50 ea. SSP
SCREEN - Custom screening, $2.50 ea. color SSP

Football Colors

CV1

V6

BG2415 w/SCREEN

BC2
BC4

BC6
BG2010
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M
ADE IN

THE U
SA

SOLID SIGN MAT 3’ x 6’ with an 18” weight-
ed base. Lightweight foam filled. 2” Velcro 
on all 4 sides for sign placement. Flaps for 
spiking into ground and connecting multiple 
sections. Order: SIGN63WB

Extra banners, using your sponsors’ artwork 
can be ordered for $75.00 SSP.    
Call for details on art requirements.

FOLDING SIGN MAT 3’ x 6’ with an 18” 
spread base. Lightweight foam filled and 
folds flat for easier storage. 2” Velcro top & 
bottom for sign placement. Flaps for spiking 
into ground and connecting multiple 
sections. Order: SIGNFOLD63

Suggested School Price: SIGN63WB $297.00 with 
2 banners, SIGN63NB  $232.50 without banners.

Suggested School Price: SIGNFOLDWB $247.50 with 
2 banners, SIGNFOLDNB $147.00 without banners.

Both styles feature 
Velcro front & back 
for your booster 
advertiser banners. 
Standard 2” hook 
(sticky) Velcro on all 
4 sides.

Both are also ready 
for your locally 
supplied banners, or 
we can make them 
for you. Contact us 
for custom banner 
orders. 

Booster Sign Mats
TWO STYLES: PORTABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

MADE BY COACHES FOR COACHES
FOLDS FLAT FOR STORAGEFOLDS FLAT FOR STORAGE

TM

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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Kicking and punting cage built with HD 1-1/4” 
galvanized steel frame. Available with the X1 ball 
holder and carrying bag. Easy breakdown for travel 
and flat storage. KICKPACK includes the X1 enameled 
steel football holder with flexible rubber tip ends. The 
carrying bag, and replacement nets can also be 
ordered separately.            Dim: 48”W x 79”H x 45”D 

KICKPACK Cage and net, with carrying bag and X1 
ball holder, 40 LBS.                  $285.00 SSP

KICKSLC001 Cage and net only 35 LBS.         $192.00
 

KICKSLBAG optional travel bag                         $65.00

KICKSX1 Ball Holder   
          $45.00

KICKNET Replacement net            $61.00

The pad pad fits over
the shoulder pad rack
to support the bottom
pad from flattening out.
FOAM4SP          $78.00   8 LBS.

KICKSLCO01

SPRACK17

Double shoulder pad rack
for organized storage of 
multiple pad types. 
20”W x 25”L x 54”H
SPRACK17  $172.00 35 LBS.

SHOULDER PAD STORAGE   

SIDELINE KICKING CAGENEW

NEW

FENCE TOP LINE MARKERS

 

This is a great product to make your 
sideline look sharp and help fans follow 
the action. Great for any field with a fence 
around the track. Add spirit to your 
sideline. Comes complete with padding to 
wrap around fence top.

SLMH11, 11 markers with school name or 
mascot      $188.10

SLMH18, 18 markers with school name or 
mascot      $323.90

SLMH22, 11 markers with school name or 
mascot      $374.10

KICKPACK

FOAM4SP

KICKSLBAG

KICKSX1

SLMH11
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Set of Conference Team pennants for the CIML in Iowa. 
Banners and signage can be produced for indoor 

and outdoor facilities.

We work with your ideas and designs and our graphic experts, provide input that 
can be combined and tweaked until you are completely satisfied. Hadar works 
with the ASTM to improve padding standards and reduce the risk of injury.

The new linemen chute features powder coated heavy duty steel tube construction and 
the optional connection links to turn two chutes into three, three into five, or four into 
seven. These low cost affordabe chutes still carry our full five year warranty. Optional
top pads available to keep players low through the chute.

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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Set of Conference Team banners for the Little Hawkeye Conference in Iowa. 

Banners and signage can be produced for indoor and outdoor facilities.

Lineman Chute

Arena & Stadium Banners

Optional Chute
Connecting Tubes

HXLINECHUTE   $187.90 Suggested School Price
CCHUTE2X  $49.00 Set of two connecting tubes
CHUTEPAD  $$76.00 Additional top pad Velcro connected
CHUTE10  $114.50 10’ Yellow soft foam filled chute planks



FOOTBALL STADIUM PADDING

Easily order custom wall padding with or without 
graphics for your stadium, weight room and practice 
facilities. Hadar can work with you on identity upgrade 
projects throughout all of your facilities. A wide range of 
products are available. 

Custom wall pads for an indoor facility at Rivesville High School 
in West Virginia.

Program Identity added to wall pads to improve branding
at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa.

Wall padding for the new indoor practice facility in Ames, Iowa, 
for Iowa State University.

Focus on tasteful, classic styles with graphics that will withstand
the test of time as long as the pads. Custom camera enclosure
for ISU at Jack Trice Stadium.
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Push sleds give coaches an alternative in drills that otherwise
can lead to just more lines and more players waiting in lines 
instead of getting reps in drills. See how to combine sleds, 
dummies, push sleds, tackle wheels into circuits. Make the 
circuit match player expectations on the field. EG. Block, roll, 
find a new block, sprint up field.

Standard weight bar for adding weight resistance.
Extra tall push bar
5 year warrantty

Order the HXBRUTE $295.40 Suggested School Price 

The MHXSLED indoor push/pull sled keeps the work going indoors. The Hadar 
MHXSLED features high and low bar push options, with a connector for harness 
type pulling devices (see page 16). A standard Olympic style weight bar is included 
to add up to 235 pounds. The specially designed slip cover for hardwood floors 
works on other hard floor surfaces.

Standard weight bar for adding weight resistance.
High/Low push bars
5 year warrantty

Order the MHXSLED $175.90 Suggested School Price 

PUSH SLEDS

 

INDOOR PUSH PULL SLED
 

Add the BRUTEPAD for just $119.00 SSP



GO 

BIG

GREEN!

GO BIG
GREEN!

WALL PAD SCREEN PRINT DESIGNS (SHOWN ON 6’x12’ PADS)

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144841

STADIUM & ARENA PADDING

 

Not just the Timberwolves, but all of these mat 

designs are green, because we offer your 

school the chance to help reduce waste and 

the amount of plastic that goes into our local 

landfill. Hadar is committed to constant 

imrovement in our sustainable manufacturing 

processes. 

Request Hadar Green Foam padding for 

discount pricing and the highest quality foam 

mats we produce using recycled virgin foam. 

We use a secondary process to convert what 

would have been scrap into useful raw materi-

als. Ask your Hadar sales person how you can 

get in on going Green. 



EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT BAGS

Equipment bags for: practice and game balls, PE equip-
ment or whatever your team is hauling.
 
1. Mesh ball bags are available in a variety of sizes. 
Denoted by the number of basketballs that will fit in the 
bag, order: BB2 $7.20 ea. SSP
     BB4, $8.40 ea. SSP
     BB6, $9.30 ea. SSP
     BB10, $15.80 ea. SSP
     BB12, $18.20 ea. SSP

2. Canvas & vinyl duffle bags to carry heavier equipment, 
laundry, balls, any team equipment, remember to order 
with custom SCREEN for bag nummbers, school name 
and mascot, order:
 ECODUFFEL, 28”x36” canvas duffle, drawstring  
  closure, $13.80 ea. SSP
 BC2836, 28”x36” canvas duffle, drawstring   
  closure with handles, $33.60 ea. SSP
 BG2636, 26”x36” vinyl duffle, drawstring   
  closure with handles, $29.25 ea. SSP 
 CDB2446 24”x46” canvas duffle, drawstring  
  closure with handles, $21.30 ea. SSP
 CDB3046, 30”x46” canvas duffle with vinyl   
  reinforced bottom, with handle and   
  drawstring closure, $22.95 ea. SSP

BB10

BG2636

BC2836 BC2446 
(shown with custom SCREEN)

SCREEN - Custom screening, $2.50 ea. color SSP

FOOTBALLBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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BASES BASEBALL, SOFTBALL & PE

Quality bases made in the USA. From the top of the line 
molded MBB15 that reduces injury risk in a one piece 
anchordown design, to the original PV800 throwdown 
base; a base for every need and budget.

MBB15

MOLDED BASE  Proprietary cell structure absorbs 
impact energy in a traditional anchored base design. 
Reduces the risk of injury by reducing side impact 
loading, energy dispersed throughout the base.

MBB15 - 15” Molded Baseball Base, $194.10, set, SSP

CINCINNATI (Not Shown: features no hardware and no straps) 
Developed for Cincinnati slow pitch leagues. Ideal for sliding 
practice, Physical Education activities and rec. leagues.
15” Canvas cover, $33.00 set SSP DOUBLE FIRSTBASE   Reduce the risk of injuries at

first with the double first base. Batter runs to the orange
base in foul territory, while the first baseman plays off the
white base in it’s normal position. Teaches youth
players to run to first in foul territory.

SFB444, 30”x15” anchordown DFB, $132.30 ea SSP
SFB555, 28”x14” anchordown DFB, $126.90 ea SSP
SFB444S, 30”x15” spike down DFB, $76.50 ea SSP
SFB555S, 28”x14” spike down DFB, $67.10 ea SSP 

SPIKE DOWN BASES                     For PE classes and youth leagues, 
spikedown bases can be used anywhere. Canvas and vinyl 
covered bases come in a variety of sizes and fill options. Sold 
in sets of three bases with six base spikes. 

CA15 - 15” Canvas cover, Bonded foam, $87.25 set SSP 
CA14 - 14” Canvas cover, Bonded foam, $78.50 set SSP 
VA15 - 15” Vinyl 18oz. cover, Bonded foam, $77.80 set SSP 
VA14 - 14” Vinyl 18 oz. cover, Bonded foam, $69.10 set SSP
CFS15 - 15” Canvas cover, Urethane foam, $61.60 set SSP 
CFS14 - 14” Canvas cover, Urethane foam, $55.50 set SSP 
VFS15 - 15” Vinyl 18oz. cover, Urethane foam, $58.30 set SSP 
VFS14 - 14” Vinyl 18oz. cover, Urethane foam, $48.90 set SSP
ECONVB14 - 14” Vinyl 18oz. cover, Foam filler, $40.50 set SSP
  

THROW DOWN BASES   Developed in 1960 by 
Al Hadar and still the best way to set up a baseball 
diamond for whiffle ball in the gym, kick ball at recess, 
and many other games.
PV800, 11”x11” orange, molded bases, $18.50 set SSP
HPV800, 13”x13” orange, molded bases, $27.50 set, SSP  

VA15

CA14 VA14 VFS14
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BB1

BB7

BB14

MLP5

HOME PLATE  & PITCHING RUBBER 
Official size home plate and pitching rubbers. Available 
for high school and youth baseball and softball.
1. HP1, spikedown homeplate, $28.10 ea. SSP
2. MLP5, varsity pitching rubber, 6”x24”, $22.80 ea. SSP
3. LLP10, youth pitching rubber, 4”x18”, $18.00 ea. SSP
 

Big 21” numbers on contrasting background. Corner
grommets to hang on your outfield fence.  Overall 
dimensions, 24”x36”
BB‘XXX’, the XXX is the number required, so order BB325
for the 325 marker below, $37.20 ea. SSP
 

BALL BAG  
Holds 18 softballs or 30 baseballs.

Top zipper opens for easy access
during batting practice. Double 
carrying handles and reinforced

bottom.
BB30, $36.80 ea, SSP 

DUFFLE BAG  
Heavy duty vinyl construction, the 
BG2636 can carry catching or any 
other team equipment. Features 
carrying handle & drawstring
closure.

BG2636, $29.25 ea. SSP
  

BAT BAGS  
Heavy duty vinyl, softball and baseball bat bags. 
The BB1 holds up to 5 softball bats with room for
additional equipment. The BB7 and BB14 roll out 
and can hang on the bullpen fence. All bat bags 
feature shoulder straps and handles.

1. BB1, 18oz. vinyl, holds 5 bats, $51.90 ea. SSP
2. BB7, 18oz. vinyl, holds 7 bats, $64.20 ea. SSP
3. BB14, 18oz. vinyl, holds 14 bats, $78.00 ea. SSP  

OUTFIELD DISTANCE SIGNS 

HP1

LLP10

BB325
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CUSTOM WINDSCREENS Windscreens are custom fit to your field fences 
or any application. Custom screening and colors are available. Stock colors
are green, brown and black. Custom colors: red, royal and gold available.
For details & ordering info contact Hadar Customer Service at (866)6551606 
or email: general@hadarathletic.com
 

UMPIRE PROTECTOR   Classic umpire protector is 
ideal for rec programs, PE and all games where the
umpire doesn’t want to wear a bulky chest protector. 
Can also be used for added storage and protection.

Order: UP90, $54.00 ea. SSP  

HANGING HELMET BAG   Like the BB14 bat bag
the BBHB8 rolls up for easy travel and hangs on the 
dugout fence for easy access. Order both in team
colors and with custom screened team logos.
Holds eight batting helmets.

Order: BBHB8, 18oz. Vinyl, $76.80 ea. SSP  

UP90

BBHB8

Baseball Colors
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FP96

BSPCUS

BSPCUS
In the outfield

BSPCUS

BASEBALL FIELD PADDING

Field padding is more than just a pad behind homeplate 
to stop the ball going under the fence. Contact us for 
custom solutions for padding: fences, fence tops, light 
poles, scoreboards, dugouts; anything in the field of play. 
Match graphics through out your field.

1. FP96, fence top padding, 8’ section, $14.70 ea. SSP
    FPC96, vinyl covered FP96, 8‘ section, $51.00 ea. SSP
2. BSPCUS, custom backstop padding 
    Contact us for ordering information.

FPC96

Behind homeplate

In the outfield

Padding with custom 
graphics match: 

behind the plate and 
in the outfield.

FOOTBALL BASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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THROWS INDOOR SHOTPUT

The famous indoor shotput, the original orange icon of 
early spring through out the temperate zone. Available in 
the following stock weights and sizes.

H6, 4.31” Dia. Youth model   $64.30 SSP
H8, 4.31” Dia. Middle School model  $74.70 
H4K, 4.44” Dia. Women’s model   $78.80 
H12, 4.88” Dia. High School model  $94.60 
H16, 5.31” Dia. College Men’s model  $108.60 
H18, 6.06” Dia. Oversize Training model  $125.30 
H20, 6.06” Dia. Oversize Traing model  $127.65 
H35, 6.50” Dia. Oversize Training model $163.80 

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144847

 Women’s 105mm Tungsten filled
indoor shotput.   $469.00 SSP

  Smaller in diameter by 5mm than
 our previous smallest size for a 
better fit.

18.75



LANE MARKER SET
Lane numbers screened front and back
on weighted tent body lane markers: 
orange with black contrasting numbers. 

LM8, Set of 8, $240.50 set SSP

DISTANCE MARKER SETS
Distance numbers screened on all 3 sides.

 Big, easily visible 10” numbers,
orange weighted body with

black contrasting numbers. 

DM184, Long jump set of 4, 18-20-22-24, $135.75 set SSP
DM404, Shotput set of 4, 40-45-50-55, $135.75 set SSP

DM1404, Discus set of 4, 140-150-160-170, $135.75 set SSP
contact customer service for custom or metric sets

THROWS HD SHOTPUTS

HD indoor shotputs are made with a propietary mix of 
high density (HD) metals to allow a reduction in size to 
match outdoor competition throwing implements.

HD16, 16lb. 128mm indoor shotput, $525.75 SSP
HD16SC, 16lb. 125mm indoor shotput, $563.40 SSP
HD4K, 4kilo. 110mm indoor shotput, $373.80 SSP
HD4K105, 4kilo. 105mm indoor shotput, $420.60
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TRAINING FOAM HURDLES

The original indoor hurdle is available in a 24”, 30“ or 
33” base height. Use the hurdle converter option to 
create height intervals of 3”, 6“ or 9” taller.

IH24, 24” weighted foam hurdle, $111.40 SSP
IH30, 30” weighted foam hurdle, $131.86 SSP
IH33 33“ weighted foam hurdle, $141.70 SSP

HC30, hurdle converter add 3”, 6” or 9” to IH24 or IH30,  
 $ 46.50 SSP 
 

IH30

IH24

HC30 HURDLE CONVERTERS

TRAINING STARTING BLOCKS   The SB100 
starting blocks with the non-skid molded design

can be used in the gym or track to develop an 
ideal start position that can then be transferred 

to competition.
SB100, Training starting blocks, $33.50 pair SSP

SB100

COMPETITION INDOOR HAMMER

Combining with one of the most innovative young coach-
es in throws, Hadar has produced the Patented 
GRAVI-TOSS. The webbing encased indoor hammer 
features a longer moment arm, resulting in potentially 
improved performance. Combined with Hadar hard shell 
weighted balls in both lead and tungsten models, the 
GRAVI-TOSS line of throwing implements started a 
revolution in throws. 

GT35, Lead filled ball 35lb. Men’s     $454.90
GT35HD, Tungsten filled ball 35lb. Men’s $1,854.00
GT20, Lead filled ball 20lb. Women’s    $387.60
GT20HD, Tungsten filled ball 20lb. Women’s $1,238.90
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WORLD CLASS
PATENTED
EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
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For “Out of this World” performance, 

contact us to convert your indoor hammer 

implements to Hadar’s patented 

Gravi-Toss system. 



SPRINGBOX SOFT PLYO BOXES

The octagonal shape of the new Springbox soft plyomet-
ric boxes are ideal for box squats. Features the same 
overall size (3’x3’) but in a slightly smaller footprint for 
the weightroom. 

1. Heavy vinyl covers 
2. Non-skid covers top and bottom
3. Velcro along full side
3. Easy carry handles
4. Order SGBSETO, $721.80 SSP
5. Individual boxes sold separately 
 SGB6O, $162.60 SSP
 SGB12O, $248.10 SSP
 SGB18O, $368.70 SSP
 

SOFT PLYO BOXES
BIG (3’x3’) High impact cross link filled plyometric boxes 

provide a solid base for all of your workouts using 
plyometric boxes. From agility training to box squats and 
everything in between, these plyometric boxes are built 

to take it and not dish it out.   

1. Heavy vinyl covers 
2. Non-skid covers top and bottom

3. Velcro along full side
3. Easy carry handles

4. Order SPGSETR, $721.80 SSP
5. Individual boxes sold separately

SPG6R, $162.60 SSP
SPG12R, $248.10 SSP
SPG18R, $368.70 SSP

SGBSETO

SPGSETR

WEIGHTED HEAVY BAG The WNR series
features a neck roll shape incorporating handles.

Designed to be used for free weight training. 
Improve core strength. 

WNR25, 25lb. Weighted neck roll, $79.05 SSP
WNR50, 50lb. Weighted neck roll, $112.50 SSP

WNR50
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EXERCISE PERSONAL MATS

The mat for every personal exercise. Ideal for use on gym 
floors. Stretching, yoga, calisthenics, any exercise is is 
more comfortable on your own personal mat.

 

Mat Colors

KELLY

GYM CLASS MAT
The molded polyethylene foam mat features
water jet cut handles. Easily stack or hang
for compact storage.

BWE42, 4’x2’, $35.70 SSP
BWE52, 5’x2’, $44.85 SSP

PERSONAL EXERCISE MATS  
Great for aerobic activities and designed for large
groups and schools. Durable, vinyl cover and high 
ILD foam make a perfect combination for classes.

-

2” URETHANE FOAM
Low impact foam

 

1” POLYETHYLENE FOAM
High impact foam

 

PERSONAL EXERCISE MATS
To see more options go to www.HadarAthletic.com

1” URETHANE FOAM            SSP
Low Impact Foam 

PMT421

PMT421FH

PMT521

PMT521FH

PMT621

PMT422

PMTE421H

PMTE521H

PMTE621FH

PMT422FH

PMT522

PMT522FH

PMT622

PMT622FH

4’x2’ $57.60

$64.20

$66.00

$73.65

$81.60

$88.20

$78.15

$88.35

$89.70

$100.50

$114.00

$120.30

$75.45

$94.05

$103.80

 
4’x2’ Folding with Handles 

5’x2’ 

6’x2’ 
5’x2’ Folding with Handles 

PMT621FH 6’x2’ Folding with Handles 

4’x2’ 
4’x2’ Folding with Handles 

4’x2’ Non-folding with Handles 

5’x2’ 

6’x2’ 
5’x2’ Folding with Handles 

5’x2’ Non-folding with Handles 

6’x2’ Folding with Handles 

6’x2’ Folding with Handles 

PMTE521FH - 5’x2’, folding mat with 

handles, 1” polyethylene foam $94.05 SSP 

PMT622FH - 6’x2’, folding mat with handles, 
2” urethane foam, $120.30 SSP

10
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GYMNASTICS MATS

Available in a full range of configurations, colors, sizes, 
and combinations to meet the demands of your 
application. Mats are tested according to the ASTM 
F1292 standard drop test and meet or exceed all CPSC 
requirements. Institutional quality mats that will last for 
years in the most demanding environments.  
- 2” Urethane soft foam for beginning tumbling
- Polyethylene foam for higher energy return
- Combination foam to reduce high impact energy
- Bonded heavy mats stay put, preferred by many 
coaches
- NEW Polypro with better energy return and high impact 
energy reduction.

SPGSETR

 

URETHANE
Low impact soft 2” foam

 

POLYETHYLENE
High impact 1.5” foam

 

COMBINATION
High impact 2.5” foam sandwich

BONDED
Low impact soft 2” foam 

MAT DESCRIPTIONS
To see more options go to www.HadarAthletic.com

NO VELCRO 
Mats to be used unconnected

VELCRO ENDS 
Mats to be used ends connected

VELCRO 4 SIDES 
Connect mats on all sides

4’ x 6’ x 2”

4’ x 8’ x 2”

4’ x 10’ x 2”

5’ x 10’ x 2”

6’ x 12’ x 2”

4’ x 6’ x 2”

4’ x 8’ x 2”

4’ x 10’ x 2”

5’ x 10’ x 2”

6’ x 12’ x 2”

4’ x 6’ x 1.5”

4’ x 8’ x 1.5”

4’ x 10’ x 1.5”

5’ x 10’ x 1.5”

6’ x 12’ x 1.5”

4’ x 6’ x 2.5”

4’ x 8’ x 2.5”

4’ x 10’ x 2.5”

5’ x 10’ x 2.5”

6’ x 12’ x 2.5”

UMT462  $235.35

 $310.50

$388.35

$473.50

$675.75

 $178.95

 $239.85

$300.45

$376.65

$543.60

 $273.00

 $365.55

$457.20

$561.30

$804.15

SSP SSP SSP

UMT482

UMT4102

UMT5102

UMT6122 

UMT462V2

UMT482V2

UMT4102V2

UMT5102V2

UMT6122V2

UMT462V4

UMT482V4

UMT4102V4

UMT5102V4

UMT6122V4

EMT462  

EMT482  

EMT4102

EMT5102

EMT6122

SMT462

SMT482

SMT4102

SMT5102

SMT6122

RMT462

RMT482

RMT4102

RMT5102

RMT6122

EMT462V2

EMT482V2

EMT4102V2

EMT5102V2

EMT6122V2

SMT462V2

SMT482V2

SMT4102V2

SMT5102V2

SMT6122V2

RMT462V2

RMT482V2

RMT4102V2

RMT5102V2

RMT6122V2

EMT462V4

EMT482V4

EMT4102V4

EMT5102V4

EMT6122V4

SMT462V4

SMT482V4

SMT4102V4

SMT5102V4

SMT6122V4

RMT462V4

RMT482V4

RMT4102V4

RMT5102V4

RMT6122V4

POLYETHYLENE
High impact 2” foam

4’ x 6’ x 2”

4’ x 8’ x 2

4’ x 10’ x 2

5’ x 10’ x 2

6’ x 12’ x 2

XMT462

XMT482

XMT4102

XMT5102

XMT6122

XMT462V2

XMT482V2

XMT4102V2

XMT5102V2

XMT6122V2

XMT462V4

XMT482V4

XMT4102V4

XMT5102V4

XMT6122V4

POLYPRO
High impact soft 2” foam

4’ x 6’ x 2”

4’ x 8’ x 2

4’ x 10’ x 2

5’ x 10’ x 2

6’ x 12’ x 2

BMT462

BMT482

BMT4102

BMT5102

BMT6122

BMT462V2

BMT482V2

BMT4102V2

BMT5102V2

BMT6122V2

BMT462V4

BMT482V4

BMT4102V4

BMT5102V4

BMT6122V4

 $193.80

 $256.35

$322.80

$402.90

$576.90

 $207.75

 $277.35

$347.40

$457.50

$599.10

 $217.35

 $287.55

$361.95

$469.80

$628.80

 $248.70

 $328.35

$408.30

$500.10

$692.85

$194.70

 $256.05

$317.10

$400.80

$550.95

$287.55

 $391.05

$517.95

$600.90

$838.20

 $204.90

 $269.10

$343.20

$410.85

$598.20

$221.55

 $290.55

$360.90

$473.70

$629.55

 $226.05

 $296.25

$366.60

$483.75

$641.25

 $263.85

 $348.45

$434.70

$518.70

$724.60

$226.80

 $286.65

$355.50

$438.60

$617.10

 $311.85

 $418.20

$519.90

$625.20

$870.00

$226.50

 $297.15

$371.85

$456.45

$662.70

 $243.50

 $319.80

$397.35

$490.20

$659.85

 $248.10

 $327.00

$405.15

$517.05

$685.35

UMT462V2

UMT462V2

Mats fold in two foot sections
for easy storage.

FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICSRUGBYPADDING
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URETHANE FOLDING MATS

Urethane folding mats provide 2” padding for general 
activities. Great spotter mats for an additional layer of 
padding on top of thicker or higher ILD foams. Urethane 
mats are made of 110 ILD foam and covered with 14 oz. 
vinyl covers. Available with Velcro ends or on all four 
sides.  

 

Mat Colors

KELLY

             GET THE LEAD OUT: 
HADAR MAT VINYL 

 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  

             GET THE LEAD OUT: 
HADAR MAT VINYL 

 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  

             GET THE LEAD OUT: 
HADAR MAT VINYL 

 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  

See the pricing chart on page 52 for some typical configurations. 
Many more sizes available. Call for custom designs and pricing.

UMT462V2 - 6’x4’, folding mat with 2” Velcro 
on both ends, 2” urethane foam

UMT462 - 6’x4’, folding mat, 2” urethane 
foam: Great for gym class calisthenics and 
exercises on the gym floor.

Pb

Pb

Pb

UMT482 - 8’x4’, folding mat, 2” urethane 
foam: Here being used for a beginning 
tumbling class with low impact movements.

UMT482 - 8’x4’, folding mat, 2” urethane 
foam: Here being used for a beginning 
tumbling class with low impact movements.

Pb

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144853
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POLYETHYLENE FOLDING MATS

1.5” Crosslinked polyethylene foam gym mats provide 
good protection for tumbling and gymnastics activities. 
These mats can be used as stable top surface on thicker 
fat mats and landing mats. Polyethylene mats are 
covered with 14 oz. vinyl covers. Available with Velcro 
ends or on all four sides.    

 

NOBODY does mat colors like 
Hadar does mat colors.

You want blue and gold, we will do blue and gold.
We will do blue and gold so the colors form a

checkerboard pattern when combined. We will
do red, white and black, 5 panel mats so that

the colors on a 60’ run of mats all line up.
And, we do all of these custom color

 combinations at the prices listed on page 44.

NOBODY does mat colors like 
Hadar does mat colors.

You want blue and gold, we will do blue and gold.
We will do blue and gold so the colors form a

checkerboard pattern when combined. We will
do red, white and black, 5 panel mats so that

the colors on a 60’ run of mats all line up.
And, we do all of these custom color

 combinations at the prices listed on page 44.

EMT4102V4 - 10’x4’, folding 
mat, 1.5” polyethylene foam 
with 2” Velcro on all four 
sides: For cheerleading and 
tumbling floor exercises.

EMT4102V4 - 10’x4’, folding 
mat, 1.5” polyethylene foam 
with 2” Velcro on all four 
sides: For cheerleading and 
tumbling floor exercises.

Mats with Velcro on all 4 sides can 
be combined to cover larger areas.

Pb
Personal exercise mat 
with carrying handle. 
Polyethylene foam is a 
great choice for gym 
class personal exercise 
mats. Solid support for 
crunches , leg lifts and 
situps.
PMTE521H  $70.10 SSP  
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             GET THE LEAD OUT: HADAR MAT VINYL 
 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  

Pb

Pb

SMT5122V4 - 5’x12’, folding mat, 2.5” urethane & 
XLPE foam: Shown here being used for tumbling. 
Get a single mat with Velcro to add mats later.

COMBINATION FOLDING MATS

Combination folding mats provide 2.5” padding for 
tumbling activities. Made up of 1.5” XLPE (Crosslink 
Polyethylene) with 1.0” high ILD urethane foam. These 
are not landing mats but are they absorb big impacts, 
while still provide good energy transfer.

 

BONDED FOAM FOLDING MATS

Heavy recycled foam folding mats provide 2” padding for 
calisthenics and light impact activities. Made up of 2“ 
bonded, reprocessed and recycled urethane foam. A 
green alternative to virgin urethane mats. NOTE: BONDED 
FOAM MATS ARE THREE TIMES THE WEIGHT OF 
STANDARD URETHANE MATS.

 

Pb

RMT482V4 - 4’x8’, folding mat, 2” bonded 
urethane. Velcro mats together for a long run.

See the pricing chart on page 52 for some typical configurations. 
Many more sizes available. Call for customs and pricing.

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144855



POLYETHYLENE FOLDING MATS

2.0” Crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) foam gym mats 
provide high energy return for tumbling and gymnastics 
activities. These mats can also be used as a stable top 
surface on thicker fat mats and landing mats. 
Polyethylene mats are covered with 14 oz. vinyl covers. 
Available with Velcro ends or on all four sides.     

POLYPRO FOLDING MATS

2.0” Molded polypropylene foam gym mats provide good 
surfaces for tumbling and gymnastics activities. These 
mats can be used as stable top surface on thicker fat 
mats and landing mats. Mats are covered with 14 oz. 
vinyl covers. Available with Velcro ends or on all four 
sides.    

 

Two options for high energy return mats for tumbling, floor exercises, 
aerobics and other high energy activities.

BMT6122 - 6’x12’, folding 
mat, 2” polypro molded 

foam: For activities and floor 
exercises with high energy 

return (bouncy).

Mat shown being used with the 
TA24 tumble aid.

See shapes on 
the next page. 

Mat shown being used with the 
D1222 dome shape.

See shapes on 
the next page.

XMT482 - 4’x8’, folding mat, 
2” XLPE foam: For activities 

and floor exercises with high 
energy return.

Pb

Pb

Mat Colors

KELLY

KELLY

MADE IN

THE USA
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Mat Colors

KELLY

Pb

FAT MATS URETHANE FILLED

Fat mats should be used when activities involving 
heights, vaulting and higher impacts are involved. Fat 
mats fold in half for easy storage. Handles on all sides for 
team lifting to transport. Vent strips included to dissipate 
impact energy. Fat mats are designated by width, length 
and thickness.

FMT5106, 5’x10’x6” $763.35 SSP
FMT5108, 5’x10’x8” $1,027.20
FMT51010, 5’x10’10” $1,143.75
FMT51012, 5’x10’x12” $1,330.80

FMT6126, 6’x12’x6” $1,138.80
FMT6128, 6’x12’x8” $1,454.10
FMT61210, 6’x12’x10” $1,572.60
FMT61212, 6’x12’x12” $1,868.85

Climbing to new heights!
Get protected with a fat 
mat or landing mat.

Stick the landing with 
Hadar landing mats: ideal 

for movements where 
heights are involved.

Landing mats and fat mats can be used for football, 
rugby and other contact sports on the field.

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144857

LANDING MATS LAYERED FOAM

Landing mats should be used when activities involving 
heights, vaulting and higher impacts are involved and a 
more stable landing surface is desired. Landing mats fold 
in half for easy storage. Handles on all sides for team 
lifting to transport. Vent strips included to dissipate 
impact energy. Landing mats are designated by width, 
length and thickness.

LMT5104, 5’x10’x4” $828.90 SSP
LMT5106, 5’x10’x6” $1,020.75 
LMT5108, 5’x10’x8” $1,294.20
LMT51010, 5’x10’10” $1,459.80
LMT51012, 5’x10’x12” $1,596.30

LMT6124, 6’x12’x4” $1,119.15
LMT6126, 6’x12’x6“ $1,332.15
LMT6128, 6’x12’x8” $1,581.90
LMT61210, 6’x12’x10” $1,888.05
LMT61212, 6’x12’x12” $2,194.50
LMT8124, 8’x12’x4” $1,493.25



HR624

GYMNASTIC SHAPES

Gymnastic shapes can help with development of skills 
and can provide an imaginative environment for play. 
Either way, you will find a wide variety here, and if you 
don’t see what you need, give us a call. Custom orders 
are no problem.

HALFROUND AND RECTANGLE SHAPES
Shown being used as a support
as two students spot each other bridging
over into the basic movement of a flip.

HR624, Halfround cylinder, 24”L x 6”H  $81.30 SSP
R71224, Rectangular cube,7”x12”x24” $57.90 SSP

Shown on a custom color mat 
Columbia Blue and Black 
4’x8’ BMT482 
$277.50 SSP

STEP
Shapes can be used during play time. Here a

preschooler gets a view from the top of the STEP.

STEP, Two 7” steps, 24”L x 14”H  $154.50 SSP

PYRAMID BASE
The pyramid base can be used
for small climbers or as a
hand hold for beginning
movements and cartwheels.

TR243224
 Pyramid base, 24”Hx32”x24”, $251.20 SSP

Shown on a custom color 
mat: Gray and Blue 
5’x10’ UMT5102 
$473.55 SSP

Pb

Pb
TR243224

UMT5102

HR624

BMT482

R71224

STEP
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THE CUBE
The CUBE folds out into a 24” wide 4 piece

track that young super athletes can negotiate.
Or, fold it up and it becomes a tunnel to crawl

through.

CUBE, Cube and 24” pods, $148.50 SSP

THE TRACK AND THE TUNNEL
Two fun shapes to crawl through and
with the TRAK24 get inside and crawl

across the floor on your own padded track.

TRAK24, 24” wide track, $209.00 SSP
TU2424, 24” wide tunnel, $211.10       

RECTANGULAR BOX
The R121624 is a rectangular box that
can be used in any play environment.

R12W16L24, $88.50 SSP

Shown on a black, EMT482
XLPE 4’x8’ mat, $239.90

 Name your dimensions and get a quote:
 R         ______W _______L ________H 
 Sample: R24W24L12H is a custom box: 24” x 24” x 12”

TRAK24
TU2424

R12W16L24

CUBE

Pb

Pb

Pb

 RACING ALONG IN THE TRACK RACING ALONG IN THE TRACK RACING ALONG IN THE TRACK
 RACING ALONG IN THE TRACK RACING ALONG IN THE TRACK

MADE IN

THE USA

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144859



GYMNASTIC SHAPES

Gymnastic shapes help with development of skills and 
can also provide an environment for imaginative play. 
Either way, you will find a wide variety here, and if you 
don’t see what you need, give us a call. Custom orders 
are no problem.

CRADLE AND CYLINDER
Fun to climb under, on and over. Add an

obstacle to your course. Or maybe
 two students carry the cylinder with
each side of the cradle. Imagination.

CRADLE12, 2 cradles, $54.60SSP
 CYL12, 12” Cylinder 36“L for CRADLE12, $54.60

CRADLE18, for 18” cylinder, $80.40
CYL18, 18” Cylinder 36”L for CRADLE18, $80.30

FOLDING WEDGE
Wedges are the momentum of gymnastic

 training.Make flips and dismounts, mounts 
and movements easier to learn and teach.

SW4824, 48”x24”x 2”to12”
$224.40 SSP

 

DOME SHAPE
The small dome shape, D1222
gets tumbling started by giving
young tumblers confidence in
leaning into flips and knowing
the dome’s got their back.
D1222, 22”H x 12”   $139.50 SSP

 

CRADLE

Pb

Pb

Pb

Pb             GET THE LEAD OUT: HADAR MAT VINYL 
 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  

             GET THE LEAD OUT: HADAR MAT VINYL 
 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  

             GET THE LEAD OUT: HADAR MAT VINYL 
 MEETS AND EXCEEDS ALL CPSC LEAD 
CONTENT STANDARDS FOR YOUTH PRODUCTS  D1222

Follow us on Twitter 
@HadarAthletic
for new Shapes and 
more...
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WEDGES
Wedges for training and gymnastics. Add 
momentum to training tumbling, or add
difficulty to your situps and crunches.

SW2436, 24”x36x12” to 2” wedge, $170.90 SSP
LW724, Low half wedge, 24”x24”x2” to 7”  $76.70
HW1224, High half wedge, 24”x24”x7” to 12” $115.50
GW4824, 48”x24”x12” to 2” wedge  $224.40 

     HADAR GYM SHAPES:
WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK!  

Pb

LW724
HW1224

SW2436

SW2436

GW4824

OCTAGONS
Octagons ease students over into 
difficult moves and allow you
to control progress as learners
advance and improve. 
OCTAGON, 24”Hx30”, $334.30 SSP
OCTAGON30, 30”Hx30”, $398.10
OCTAGON36, 36”Hx36”, $422.60

Pb

OCTAGON30

OCTAGON
Hadar Athletic

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144861

STOP
4 GYMNASTICS

AIDS



SHAPES TUMBLE AIDS

The Hadar tumble aid is effective either parallel or 
perpendicular to the tumbler. Young tumblers can gain 
coonfidence and attempt flips and cartwheels with just 
the tumbleaid and input and corrections from the 
instructor. For added stability, move up to the deluxe 
tumble aid that Velcros between two mats.
TA24, 20”H x 36”, $256.60 SSP
DTA24, Adds wings with Velcro to the TA24, $365.30 SSP     

OCTAGON
Three sizes of octagon shapes

shown in the background.
OCTAGON36, $422.60
OCTAGON30, $398.10

OCTAGON, $334.30

DELUXE TUMBLE AID
The deluxe tumble aid can be used with any Hadar

 V2 folding mat with Velcro on each end to lock it in
 place. Includes non-slip panels to stay in place,

 so you can focus on spotting and coaching.
DTA24, $365.30

 

Shapes can be ordered in any mat color shown. 
Get shapes in your school or gym colors, even 

add your custom logos. We can do that.
We’ve got your back. Call for details.  

TA24

TA24

DTA24

DTA24 - NO SKID BOTTOM

Pb

Pb

Mat Colors

KELLY
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We work with you every step of the way, in 
making your installation the best it can be. 
We help in measuring for special pads and 

we believe we can pad anything. Try us.

We make custom padding in almost every gym we 
outfit, like the wall that juts out below. Our goal is 
to solve your problems. 

CUSTOM GRAPHICS
Add spirit for games and make great 
backgrounds for all team and 
individual school photos.
A8VA1, 1 color, 2’ section, $75.90 SSP
A8VA2, 2 color, 2’ section, $114.00
A8VA3, 3 color, 2’ section, $151.80
A8VA4, 4 color, 2’ section, $171.70  

URETHANE FOAM WALL PADS (CWP)
The CWP features heavy duty vinyl on 2” Urethane 

foam with half inch plywood backing. One inch lip
top and bottom for easy installation. These are the

best pads for all around use.

CWP52, 5’x2’x2.5“  $107.50 SSP
CWP62, 6’x2’x2.5”           $123.50        

POLYETHYLENE FOAM WALL PADS (CWPE)
The CWPE features CWP top quality with long lasting 1.5” cross-linked 
polyethylene foam with half inch plywood backing. One inch lip top and 
bottom for easy installation. Foam is thinner and firmer than CWP.

CWPE52, 5’x2’x2”  $88.80 SSP
CWPE62, 6’x2’x2” $97.30

PADDING WALL PADS

Pads can finish the look of your gym, wrestling room, 
dance studio, or fitnes center while adding a measure of 
protection against impacts with the walls. Here you will 
find the widest range of options available from any single 
source, anywhere. 

CWP62

CWPE62
shown with A8VA2 artwork

CWP52

     

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144863



WALL PADS
Bonded foam pads can be used for 
softer wall pads. 2” thick foam on
0.5“ plywood backing and heavyduty
vinyl covers.
CWPR52, 5’x2’x2.5” wall pad, $97.80 SSP
CWPR62, 6’x2’x2.5” wall pad, $108.80

 

CWPS52

CWPR52

CWPR52

A8VA2 artwork shown on 7: 5’ x 2’ panels,
$666.00 SSP TOTAL ARTWORK COST 
A8VA2 artwork shown on 7: 5’ x 2’ panels,
$665.00 SSP TOTAL ARTWORK COST 

A8VA2 artwork shown 
$114.00 SSP for each 2’ wide section 

Wall pads shown custom built to fit around
existing window openings. Wall pads are 
built to fit around wall outlets, switches,
doors, almost anything. 
Call for custom padding. 

Painted wood finish trim is available
for all board backed wall padding
 installations. Order primed or painted.

WTXXT, primed   $6.90 per ft. SSP
WTBU, Blue              $7.20 per ft.
WTYL, Yellow            $7.20 per ft.
WTYG, Green            $7.20 per ft.
WTWH, White           $7.20 per ft.
WTBA, Black            $7.20 per ft.
WTRD, Red              $7.20 per ft.

       

PADDING WALL PADS

Wall padding comes in a variety of styles. The 
CWPS series provides a combination of protection 
with 1” of urethane foam and 1.5” of crosslink 
polyethylene with 0.5“ plywood backing and 
heavyduty vinyl covers.. 
CWPS52, 5’x2’x3” wall pad, $137.40 SSP
CWPS62, 6’x2’x3” wall pad, $142.80     
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WALL PADS USING N-CLIP 

Use these descriptions when ordering wall pads to be installed with 
N-Clips. All wall pads are produced with heavy duty vinyl and half 
inch plywood backing. N-Clip included.

CAP52, 5’x2’ x2” Urethane Foam  $124.80 SSP
CAP62, 6’x2’x2“ Urethane Foam  $141.00
CAPE52, 5’x2’x1.5” XLPE Foam   $104.80
CAPE62, 6’x2’x1.5“ XLPE Foam   $112.90
CAPR52, 5’x2’x2” Bonded Foam   $97.80
CAPR62, 6’x2’x2“ Bonded Foam   $107.30
CAPS52, 5’x2’x2.5” Combination Foam $154.60
CAPS62, 6’x2’x2.5” Combination Foam $159.90

CAPS62 - 6’x2’x2.5” Combination foam of 1.5” Crosslink (XLPE)
       and 1” Urethane, installed with N-Clip

XCUTOUT: 3rd mat from right includes a 
custom cutout for a wall outlet

N-CLIP shown with 
CAPE62 Crosslink (XLPE)

MAT EXTRAS
Custom mats can be daunting. What do you need to have 
measured? How will they fit around: the fire extinguisher, the fire 
alarm, the drinking fountain, the lunch room window, etc. ?

Hadar make custom padding easy and we ensure an excellent  fit. 
It isn’t right until you say it’s perfect. 

We can answer all of your custom padding questions. 

HANGING WALL MATS
Velcro in extruded aluminum channel is used for hanging folding 
mats top and bottom. Hanging folding mats solves your storage 

problem while creating wall protection at minimal additional 
cost. Contact the factory or your dealer for details on ordering 

custom folding mats to be used as hanging wall mats.

AC2, Aluminum Channel to hang mats, $7.20 per foot SSP
 

AC2 shown with 
custom maroon pad

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144865

N-CLIP WALL PADS

The N-Clip gives you a means of installing wall pads with 
no top or lower lip, resulting in padding flush with the top 
and bottom of the backing. The cleaner look is preferred 
in some gyms and stadiums where wall pads can be 
quickly and easily removed from the wall for seasonal 
storage.



CUSTOM PADDING Custom pads for this door were added without 
blocking the windows and leaving the bottom kick plate unpadded.

CUSTOM PADDING Custom pads for this door were added without 
blocking the windows and leaving the bottom kick plate unpadded.

CUSTOM PADDING Custom pads designed for this door allow the 
emergency bars to still function properly.

.

CUSTOM PADDING Custom pads designed for this door allow the 
emergency bars to still function properly.

CUSTOM PADDING
Custom pads designed
to fit a finished support

beam and custom installed
with furring strips.

Custom pads designed
to fit a finished support

beam and custom installed
with furring strips.

CUSTOM PADDING
Custom pads for this door were added with AC2 Velcro
top and bottom and a matching custom pad. Note the 
custom cutout for the door knob.

Call the factory or contact you dealer for 
custom padding solutions.

CUSTOM PADDING
Custom pads for this door were added with AC2 Velcro
top and bottom and a matching custom pad. Note the 
custom cutout for the door knob.

Contact the factory or your Hadar dealer for 
custom padding solutions.

CUSTOM PADDING
Custom pads designed
to fit a finished support

beam and custom installed
with AC2

Custom pads designed
to fit a finished support

beam and custom installed
with AC2
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   If its odd shaped but needs to be padded
we probably already make a pad for it. 
          CALL FOR PRICING AND DELIVERY. 

Mat Colors

KELLY

CUSTOM PADDING
Pads featuring custom

 digital printing built
 to custom fit a reinforced

 I-beam corner.

CUSTOM PADDING
Pads designed to fit a 
finished support beam 
featuring custom
silkscreened graphics

CUSTOM PADDING
Custom pads for the end of a 
hand rail that cover steps close to
the edge of the basketball court.

CUSTOM PADDING
Wrap padding for
a hand rail on the

edge of a basketball
court in a WPA gym.

 

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144867
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CUSTOM STAGE MATS

All stage mats are custom, and like all of our custom work 
we get the details right. The pads for the West Hancock 
High School gymnasium show that level of detail, to 
achieve the best solution for you.

First the pads clean up the stage area, tie it to the school 
with a large, clean logo treatment, and include detailed 
features like cutouts for stage outlets, fire extinguishers 
and doorways.

Furthermore, the pads were built in our custom shop with 
hardware so that they can be easily removed to access 
storage underneath the stage.

And, naturally, the stage mats were designed to match 
the style of the wall padding that we had previously 
installed.

We provide the customization you need and also basic 
stage mats to give you a simple solution as well. Pricing 
for four foot sections, 30” Drop with 12“ on stage:
ESTAGE, 1.5” XLPE foam  $228.30 SSP
SMSTAGE, 2.5” Combination foam $346.90
USTAGE, 2” Urethane foam $315.50

CSTAGE, Custom, Call Hadar or your dealer for a quality, 
custom stage mat.

     

CWP62
shown with (3 color) A8VA3 artwork

CUSTOM
CSTAGE
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LTR24

LTR20

LOGO48

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144869

CUSTOM  WALL GRAPHICS

Get stunning results with bold; one, two and three 
color silkscreened graphics. We make ordering 
custom graphics simple and affordable.  

LTR20, 20” Single Color Letters, $36.10 ea SSP
LTR24, 24” Single Color Letters, $53.60 ea
LOGO24, 24” wide Single Color Logo, $139.70 ea

A8VA1, 1 Color Artwork, 6’x2’, $75.90
A8VA2, 2 Color Artwork, 6’x2’, $114.00
A8VA3, 3 Color Artwork, 6’x2’, $151.80
A8VA4, 4 Color Artwork, 6’x2’, $171.80



CUSTOM OSAGE WRESTLING ROOM

The Osage wrestling program in Osage, Iowa, decided: 
not just to add wall padding to their wrestling room, but 
rather to create a Hall of Fame to honor every Osage 
wrestler who has ever qualified for the Iowa  State 
Wrestling Tournament, every Team that achieved a 
similar honor and all of the coaches from the beginnings 
of the program. 

Naturally, we were honored and thrilled to participate in 
this ambitious opportunity to turn an everyday workout 
room into the embodiment of a working Hall of Fame 
factory. Everyday that the Osage Green Devils walk into 
their wrestling room they are faced with the legends of 
their program, and also with their own future potential.

Every wrestler from Osage, who gets to practice in their 
new wrestling room, understands the tradition of 
excellence they have become a part of, and the potential 
that they can add their name to that memorial. Greatness 
doesn’t just happen, it’s nurtured and coached and 
demanded and taken. 

This project fit perfectly with our motto: We help build 
champions. We remain grateful to Osage for choosing to 
partner with Hadar Athletic. And we appreciate the 
opportunities to serve other notable wrestling programs 
like: Iowa State University, the University of Iowa, Upper 
Iowa University and many more.

We encourage every coach and athlete to embark on 
their own journey of excellence. You can do it, and if you 
need us, we’re here to help: Prepare to win, with Hadar.

FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICSRUGBY PADDING
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EAGLES
PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144871



CUSTOM RALLY MATS

When you’ve decided to throw away limitations and let 
your imagination run free, to really throw caution to the 
wind and let your school spirit show through, your almost 
ready for Hadar Rally Mats. Next, you have to decide to 
accept only the highest quality padding, 3” combination 
foam to provide high impact protection. Then, you need to 
be willing to demand that fit and finish be the best in the 
world. 

Basically, once you’ve decided to give your gymnasium, 
wrestling room, or stadium a world class treatment, 
we’re ready to work with you. Call the factory and contact 
your dealer to coordinate design and delivery. 

Given the need for artwork approval, please plan 
accordingly for leadtimes. Our first goal is to produce a 
product that will suit your needs for years to come.
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VOLLEYBALL PADDING

Custom volleyball padding for judges’ stands, standards 
and wires. Along with padding for movable net bases and 
new training pads. Hammer the ball to the court, Hadar 
does it!  

VJS JUDGE’S STAND PAD The VJS judge’s stand pad 
can be custom made to order to fit any volleyball system. 
Add custom graphics with a team logo on the front and 
name on the sides. Judge’s stand pads Velcro in place. 
Call for pricing and delivery.

VJS - Custom Pad for Judge’s Stand $421.30 Ea

 

VOLLEYBALL PADDING Along with padding the judge’s 
stand, Hadar provides padding for the net. The stanchion 
pad (VEC2) and short wire wraps (VSW18) can be made to 
fit any system, with added space to cover cranks and 
hardware.

VEC2, Wrap End Pad (pair)   $216.90 Pr
VSW18, Wire Wrap Pads (set of 4)  $58.90 Set
VJS - Custom Pad for Judge’s Stand $421.30 Ea
GPPCTL NORTHERN STATE, 2 color letters $117.90 Ea
GPPLOGO PEGASUS logo   $143.40 Ea

Volleyball systems with wire supports can use VCP 
padding and longer VSW72 wire wrap pads. The VCP pad 
is a two piece pad that allows it to fit over outside 
hardware. Here, the Cougars ordered red wire wrap pads 
for visibility.

VSW72, Wire wrap pads (set of 4)  $84.20 Set
VCP, Volleyball Center Pad (2 piece) $229.50 Ea

VSW18 

VSW72

VEC2 

VCP

VJS

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144873
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FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICS VOLLEYBALL

BASKETBALL

PADDING

BASKETBALL EQUIPMENT

For basketball practice, physicality has become almost 
as important as it is in football. For better or worse, 
players make contact and collide more than ever before, 
so it’s critical to get your team ready to play.

Basketball coaches have ordered the VBLOCK above to 
act as a one sided block to force inside players to shoot 
under pressure. A lot of coaches also choose to use flat 
shields originally developed for football. They can also be 
thrown on the floor for agility drills.

V1842, Flat Shield 18”x42” $73.80 SSP
V2024, Flat SHield 20”x24” $58.90

VOLLEYBALL TRAINING

Products to improve volleyball training. The VBLOCK is an 
asymmetrical shield that can be used by a coach to set a 
block that force hitters to make quick decisions. With 
handles on both sides, the VBLOCK can be flipped at the 
last second to change the block. The new VHANDS is a pair 
of hand pads designed to give young players the 
confidence to get their hands onto the block. 

VBLOCK, Blocking Shield   $72.30
VHANDS, Pair of Hand Pads  $43.20

VHANDS 

VBLOCK 

V2024

V1842

For more shields and arm pads
see pages 24-29

See equipment & ball bags 
on pages 35 & 36

And plyometric boxes 
on pages 17 & 18



SIGNAGE SCHOOL BANNERS

Get a complete set of conference banners for your gym, 
stadium, pool, anywhere. Original school mascots in 
Pantone matching colors. The Outdoor R Series feature a 
sewn reinforcing gusset around the entire banner, and UV 
Ink and Laminate treatment: a second operation to extend 
the life of all graphics. 

Indoor
BN43G, 4’x3’ Banner, Grommets Top $43.50
BN43T,  4’x3’ Banner, Tunnel Top  $43.50
BN54G, 5’x4’ Banner, Grommets Top $73.50
BN54T, 5’x4’ Banner, Tunnel Top  $73.50

R Series - Outdoor
BN43GR Reinforced BN43G Outdoor $46.50
BN43TR Reinforced BN43T Outdoor  $46.50
BN54GR Reinforced BN54G Outdoor $76.50
BN54TR Reinforced BN54T Outdoor  $76.50

BN43G - 4’x3’ Banners with Grommets 

Custom artwork samples are provided on
Hadar Design Sheets for your approval. 
Our art department develops your ideas.

Custom artwork samples are provided on
Hadar Design Sheets for your approval. 
Our art department develops your ideas.

Banners available for excellence in the 
classroom as well as on the playing field.
Banners available for excellence in the 
classroom as well as on the playing field.

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144875
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M
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THE U
SA

SOLID SIGN MAT 3’ x 6’ with an 18” weight-
ed base. Lightweight foam filled. 2” Velcro 
on all 4 sides for sign placement. Flaps for 
spiking into ground and connecting multiple 
sections. Order: SIGN63

Extra banners, using your sponsors’ artwork 
can be ordered for $75.00 SSP.    
Call for details on art requirements.

FOLDING SIGN MAT 3’ x 6’ with an 18” 
spread base. Lightweight foam filled and 
folds flat for easier storage. 2” Velcro top & 
bottom for sign placement. Flaps for spiking 
into ground and connecting multiple 
sections. Order: SIGNFOLD63

Suggested School Price: $232.50 with 2 
banners, $297.30 without banners.

Suggested School Price: $147.00 with 2 
banners, $222.50 without banners.

Both styles feature 
Velcro front & back 
for your booster 
advertiser banners. 
Standard 2” hook 
(sticky) Velcro on all 
4 sides.

Both are also ready 
for your locally 
supplied banners, or 
we can make them 
for you. Contact us 
for custom banner 
orders. 

Booster Sign Mats
TWO STYLES: PORTABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

MADE BY COACHES FOR COACHES
FOLDS FLAT FOR STORAGEFOLDS FLAT FOR STORAGE

TM

HADAR ATHLETIC

PADDING SIGNAGEBASEBALLTRACK & FIELDGYMNASTICSRUGBY



TRAINING & FIELD EQUIPMENT

 A variety of items available for training and team sports. A 
lot of these products have been developed specifically for 
a coach or trainer to fill a specific need. Whether it’s 
storing and moving a lot of hurdles or stopping a slap shot. 
We’re always interested in new ideas and willing to work 
with the experts in the field: you, our customers.

MAQUINA Hockey players call him “The Machine” or simply 
“Maquina”. The hockey goal blocker forces shots into the 
corners and the five hole. Reinforced heavy duty vinyl has been 
tested on the ponds of New England and the heat of a summer 
roller hockey league. Velcro in place.  
MAQUINA, Hockey Goal Blocker,   $71.10 SSP 

HURDLE CART The Hadar hurdle cart is 
designed to allow four flights of hurdles to be 
loaded and moved quickly around the track, and 
neatly stored during the offseason. You’ll be 
amazed you can get so many hurdles in such a 
small storage footprint. 
HCART   $457.80 SSP 

HCART

WEIGHTED NECK ROLL   The WNR series
features a neck roll shape incorporating handles.

Designed to be used for free weight training. 
Improve core strength. 

WNR25, 25lb. Weighted neck roll, $38.70 SSP
WNR35, 35lb. Weighted neck roll, $54.00 SSP

SOCCER GOAL PADS   High density foam soccer
goal pads protect players against impact and

the ball bounces off the post like a regular goal.

SGR964, Pair of pads for 4” Round Post, $179.10 SSP
SGS9644, Pair of pads for 4” Square Post, $154.10        

SGR962, Pair of pads for 2” Round Post. $143.40        

WNR35

MAQUINA

SGR962 - Adapted to fit a youth goal

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144877



RUGBY EQUIPMENT

Hadar works with the biggest names in rugby to develop 
new equipment, padding and ideas. We now offer 
complete field sideline marker sets including goal post 
pads and field flags (corners and sidelines). We 
specialize in custom graphics on all of this equipment 
and have been recognized as an equipment supplier to 
D1A College Rugby thanks to our level of commitment 
supplying top quality rugby products.

RUGBY GOAL POST PADS
GPPSQ1414, Square Goal Post Pad   $350.50 SSP
GPPCTL, Custom Lettering for GPP  $58.90
GPPLOGO, Custom Logo for GPP  $143.40
GPPRINT, Digitally Printed Artwork  $236.10

RUGBYFF, Field Flag, Spring Anchored $21.80
FLAGPRINT, Printed 12”x12”  $21.80
FLAGPAD, 4”x4”x48”   $38.70
PADLOGO, 4”x4”x48”   $86.80 

RUGBY PRODUCTS
E52, Scrum Pad, 52” Cylinder 14“Dia.  $154.30 SSP
S52, Scrum Pad, 52” Cylinder 15“ Dia. $179.40
SP55, Rucking Pad 30”x18“x4” Curved Pad   $80.10 
SP44, Rucking Pad 24“x16”x3“ Curved Pad $67.50
AP4 Arm pads, Forearm pads allow free movement $87.30
BB2S, 30”x12”x12” Domed Bag $45.90 SQ1414 with 

GPPCTL 
 

See new training equipment 
for explosive speed 
on pages 15-17

FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICS RUGBYPADDING
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Equipment Supplier of:
HADAR U

S
A

R

AP4

E52

SP44

SP55

BB2S



RUGBY SHIELDS 

The Lever Shield is exactly what its name implies: a 
foam wedge shaped lever, great for understanding the 
value of leverage in line encounters. Players will 
quicky learn to attack the leverage point most 
advantageous.

1. Learn to “leverage”
2. Hold in multiple directions with long double 
handles
3. Multiple points of attack on one shield
SP9400  $129.90 SSP

The Multipad is just like a multitool. Place the ball 
under the pad for scrum forwards. Go vertical or 
horizontal with the flipper end on either end. Three 
handles mean the pad can be held in different 
attitudes for linemen to attack. 

1. Flipper collapses against resistance
2. Foam wedge adds resistance
3. Player must react to the position of the pad
MP2000  $157.50 SSP

LEVER

SP9400

MP2000
FLIPPER

V1842, Flat Shield 18”x42” $73.80 SSP
V2024, Flat SHield 20”x24” $58.90 

V1842

V2024

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144879
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RUGBY TACKLE RINGS

60” Tackle Ring   $543.60 SSP
54“ Tackle Ring   $426.20
48” Tackle Ring   $362.10
40“ Tackle Ring   $302.20
32” Tackle Ring   $251.40

Webbing for ball placement in size 40” 
and up. Durable pads with reinforced 

handles. Custom heavyweight bags 
available upon request. 

S52

HXDRAG

FIlled with recycled soft urethane foam
pellets, 52” x 15” hit bag. $78.00 SSP

RUGBY TACKLE PAD

FIVE FOOT RUGBY FIELD FLAG
CUSTOM PRINTED
$168.30 ea SSP

THICK CHEST PROTECTOR
$100.60 ea SSP

$199.50 ea SSP
Includes harness and weight vest

$3
50

.5
0 

$2
36

.1
0 

DRAG SLED

TR6030

TR5428

TR4820

TR4020

TR3211

FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICS RUGBYPADDING



V1842

MEDIUM CHEST PAD  
CP22 $63.30 SSP

BLOCKER VEST PAD  
BV22 $103.80 SSP

EXTENDED ARM PADS AP10EXT
$54.00 each ($95.70 pair) SSP

SPGSETO $721.80
set of 3 SSP
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SOFT PLYO BOXES

TR1218

HR414

Tall trapezoid shape, Order TR1218, $185.40 SSP

Tall half round shape, Order HR414, $185.40 SSP

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144881
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PADS SHIELDS 

The SP77 features a top front bump and target strips 
to focus on hand placement. The oversized front 

bump and side stripes help players mentally image 
perfect technique. 

SP77, Curved Shield, 34”x18”x4”, $133.20 SSP

POP UP DUMMIES 

The PUP54 is a 54”
pop up tackling dummy

with a molded bottom and 
weighted to 120 lbs. 

54” standard pop up, 
Order PUP54, $540.90 SSP

72” tall pop up, 
Order PUP72, $685.30 SSP

Arms with Velcro, 
FBA200, $115.70 SSP

SP77

Handles’ positions allow all 
shields to double as arm 

pads (seen here on the SP44)   

PUP72

SP44         $67.50 SSP 

PUP54

AP10 (Pair), 3” thick 
with elbow cutouts, $87.30 SSP

Custom Equipment Bags
Call for information
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PADDING CUSTOM WRAPS

Check us out for all padding needs as we keep adding 
new designs and features to make it easier and more 
effective to pad poles. We also include club and 
school signage options, so your padded poles 
become brand identifiers and promote your school 
spirit and club mottoes. 

CALL FOR INFORMATION ON EASY CUSTOM ORDERING.

SIGNAGE HOME/AWAY SIGNS

We’ve received so many requests for these signs and 
custom made them that we’ve added a basic model to 

the catalog to simplify ordering. Order the vinyl and 
ink color you need for any game location.

VISITOR SEATING SIGN, 2’x2’, $23.50 each SSP
HOME SEATING SIGN, 2’x2’, $23.50 each

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144883

BASEBALL DUGOUT PADDING

Baseball dugout padding is available in all colors, 
and can be custom ordered to fit any wall, fence, or 
railing. Contact Hadar Athletic to find out how you 
can get high quality custom made padding to your 
exact specifications.

ARCHERY TARGETS
Official size archery targets for gym class

60cm/24” Bullseye Target
ARCH24    $27.40



FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICS ALL SPORTSPADDING

TRAINING KETTLE BALLS  

Soft Kettle Balls: insired by an injury caused by a 
dropped kettle ball that cost a D1 volleyball player 

her senior season in college.
 

Black KB05, 5lb,        $19.00 
    Columbia Blue KB10, 10lb,       $28.00      

Orange KB20, 20lb,       $48.00
Forest KB30, 30lb,       $64.00

FIELD MARKERS

High visibility field numbers to easily identify fields 
and courts in large complexes. Add association logos 

and names for a custom look.

 
One Base Field Marker w/#,    

BFM1, $24.00
    Set of 4,Single (4x1) or Set (1,2,3,4) (2x1, 2x2) etc. 

BFM4, $78.00

Folding Lane Markers

Weighted 5lb track lane markers are stackable and 
can be stored on the wall of the equipment shed. 

Available in custom colors with school names and 
mascots.3 sided stackable pyramid design.  

 
Folding Lane Marker    

LMF1, $33.00
    Set of 8 

LMF8, $247.00

KB05 KB10 KB20 KB30

BFM1

LMF1

COLOR MATCH  

Like this printed pad produced to match exact colors 
for an international sporting event in Brazil in 2016, 
we color match using Pantone books and color 
numbers when requested.
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YOUTH TEAM SIGNS

Sports team banners are a great way to build team 
spirit and identity. The usage of logos and photos 
create a brand hstory for your program. You want the 
best quality in everything you do.

HTEAMBANNER (with photo and vector logo artwork 
provided) full color 4’x 6’, 1 ea     $164.00 SSP
(Discounts for multiples available, check with 
customer service)

RACE COURSE SIGNAGE

Keep the race on track with graphics that 
double as great promotional signage for 
future event promotion. Shown is the 3 mile 
marker for the Half Marathon course of our 
local trail fundraiser race. The event logo is 
printed as a background for the course infor-
mation.

RACEBANNER (with vector logo artwork provided) full 
color 24”H x 18”, 1 ea     $24.00 SSP
 One color, 1 ea $15.50 
Set of 10, RACEBANNER10   $224.60
 One color, 10 ea      $139.80

PHONE: 1-888-655-1606      1515 11TH ST. N, HUMBOLDT, IA 50548            FAX: 1-515-332-144885

Signs used at the point where the course
of the half marathon split off to the right.
Signs are easily reversible.

HADAR 
B A S E B A L L

Half 

Full color graphics on the left, or more affordable 
single color graphics on the right.



VARSITY LIGHTWEIGHT GYM SYSTEM
   A luminum 2-Pole Sy st em

INCLUDES: HDV2A ... �2-Aluminum poles � 2-Ground sleeves*
HDVPNET ... �1-Super Pro net � 1-Rope ratchet

HDV2Q . �1-Pair Quick N’ EZ antennas � 1-Worm gear
HDVJS ... �1-Folding judges stand � All padding for cables,

with wheels poles and judges stand

HDVGS Wit h Ground Sleeves 205 LBS. FREI GHT ONLY $3,465.00
HDVNOGS Wit hout  Ground Sleeves 195 LBS. FREI GHT ONLY $3,290.00

*Please specify exist ing ground sleeve I .D., depth and center-to-center when ordering.

A

A

Order this system outfitted with Hadar Volleyball Padding and receive:
- Direct drop ship, in one shipment of all components and padding
- Single color school artwork on pads (not limited to just lettering)
- Discount code for future wall padding orders

HDVJS PADSET $256.00
HDVJSV2A PADSET $135.00

 HDVGS LIGHTWEIGHT VOLLEYBALL GYM SYSTEM

 HDV2A

 HDVJS

 HDVPNET

FOOTBALL BASEBALL TRACK & FIELD GYMNASTICS VOLLEYBALLPADDING
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NEW

GA GA BALL GYM SYSTEM: 36” high padded walls on the first composite foam Ga Ga Ball system 
available for PE and Gym Class. It’s lightweight and easily portable. The base Ga Ga Ball octagon measures 
15’ across. Can be setup and taken down in 5 minutes by one adult. Wall units stay Velcroed together in use 
and stack for storage. GAGABALLOCT15 $2,695.00 Suggested School Price. 

Ga Ga Ball rules and more sizes and details available at HadarAthletic.com.


